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CSS preprocessor came into buzz a couple of years ago. The concept intrigued me: Allowing use of preprocessor files that could contain one or several things like variables, functions, mixins, and the like. After development, these special files would then be compiled into regular CSS files that all web browsers could understand.

Being a believer of phrase “if it’s not broken, don’t fix it,” I avoided using CSS preprocessors. The initial thought that would come to my mind was, “Why add unnecessary processes to my workflow?” Also, I feared the steep learning curve and the command-line interface provided me another reason to avoid CSS preprocessors.

Finally, after watching several podcasts and reading through many articles, I had an “a-ha” moment. It made me realize that, “Wow, I should be incorporating this in my workflow!”

Since then, I’ve been using Sass and Less in my projects, and it seems to have made my development a lot simpler and more efficient. In this book, you will learn how both of these preprocessors work.

You’ll first start by learning about the concept of preprocessors and how they work. You also learn about the popular flavors of preprocessors available on the market. You then look into the GUI-based tools available for people who are not familiar with command-line interfaces.

As the chapters progress, you will learn all about these two preprocessors—Sass and Less—and learn about a popular framework based on Sass called Compass.

The knowledge shared in this book can help you improve your productivity and write maintainable and scalable CSS code.
Chapter 1

Introduction to Preprocessors

HTML5 and CSS3 are changing how web pages are designed. CSS3 provided web developers with advanced features such as gradients, transitions, and animations, etc. However, these new features increased the complexity of CSS code, thus making it more difficult to maintain.

Besides the complexity introduced by CSS3, writing CSS may turn painful with time, because programmers have to perform many of the same activities over and over again (such as having to look up color values in CSS and margin/padding declarations). These small repetitive tasks add up to quite a bit of inefficiency. Preprocessors are the solution to these, and a handful of other, inefficiencies.

CSS preprocessors extend CSS with modern programming-language concepts. In order to use Sass (Syntactically Awesome Stylesheets), you must know how to code in CSS. CSS preprocessors allow you to use variables, functions, operations, and even rule or selector nesting while coding your CSS. With CSS preprocessors, you can apply the “Don’t Repeat Yourself” (DRY) principle to your CSS code. Following the DRY principle helps you avoid code repetition.

What Are Preprocessors?

A preprocessor takes one form of data and converts it to another. In the context of CSS, Less and Sass are popular preprocessor languages, and they take input in the Less or SCSS format and produce processed CSS. These CSS preprocessors empower CSS by removing the inefficiencies and making web sites easier and more logical to build. The increase in popularity of preprocessors led to the rise of different frameworks based on them; one of the more popular is Compass.

Figure 1-1 shows how a preprocessor takes a preprocessor-formatted file and translates it to CSS that the browser understands.

![Figure 1-1. Preprocessor-friendly file being translated to normal CSS](image)
With a preprocessor, you can structure CSS similar to other languages like PHP or JavaScript. Thus, a preprocessor brings peace of mind to the developer. It lets you write code that's future-proof and easily maintainable, thus saving time and energy.

Preprocessors are extensions of CSS, which means that valid CSS code is valid preprocessor code. Developers familiar with CSS won’t have a learning curve while learning any preprocessor.

**Why Use Preprocessors?**

CSS uses a declarative form of programming. This means that the styles that you write in the code are used directly by the browser, without any compiling.

Many developers prefer to write stylesheets by hand. They believe that preprocessors would add extra complexity to their workflow or would have a steep learning curve. But in reality, CSS preprocessors make your daily work a lot easier. This book shows you how preprocessors can be more efficient for writing CSS without disturbing your workflow.

Let’s consider an example where you need to replace multiple instances of a color that’s used sitewide by finding it one instance at a time. Wouldn’t it be great if CSS could simplify this process? Something like Listing 1-1 would be an example.

**Listing 1-1. Reusable Variable for Color**

```css
$site-color:#eee;

a {
    color: $site-color;
}
#topBar {
    background-color: $site-color;
    color:#fff;
}
```

With a preprocessor, changing a value in one place changes the entire stylesheet. This is shown in Listing 1-2.

**Listing 1-2. Output of Listing 1-1**

```css
a {
    color: #eee;
}
#topBar {
    background-color: #eee;
    color: #fff;
}
```
Let's consider another example of code repetition. Many times there are blocks of code used at various locations in your stylesheet, as shown in Listing 1-3.

**Listing 1-3.** Repeated Code Block

```css
p {
    padding-bottom: 45px;
    text-align: center;
}
footer {
    padding-bottom: 45px;
    text-align: center;
}
```

With preprocessors, you can put these redundant rules into a *mixin*, which is defined once and can be included as needed. This is shown in Listing 1-4.

**Listing 1-4.** Creating and Using a Reusable Code Block in the Preprocessor

```css
@mixin containerSettings {
    padding-bottom: 45px;
    text-align: center;
}
p {
    @include containerSettings;
}
footer {
    @include containerSettings;
}
```

**Listing 1-5.** Output of Listing 1-4

```css
p {
    padding-bottom: 45px;
    text-align: center;
}
footer {
    padding-bottom: 45px;
    text-align: center;
}
```

CSS, which is the foundation of all preprocessors, has a steep learning curve when it comes to understanding how different properties work, understanding cascading, browser support for various properties, the selectors, the quirks, and so forth. In addition to all the previous points, consider that maintaining stylesheets in today's complex interfaces is a big challenge too.

Most of the time, stylesheets are immensely repetitive, with properties or groupings of properties, etc. The typical CSS file is a linear document. This makes a programmer from an object-oriented domain go crazy.

As per the DRY principle: *Every piece of knowledge must have a single, unambiguous, authoritative representation in a system.*
The simplest explanation of this is that redundancy in code can result in failure and can create confusion for developers. CSS does not follow the DRY principle. Most of the times, CSS files will contain repeated rules, declarations, and values. Developers are constantly writing the same snippets of code throughout their stylesheets.

CSS lacks features like variables, symbolic constants, conditionals, expressions over variables, and so on, that are available in all other programming languages.

The CSS preprocessor sits between your preprocessor-friendly file and the compiled CSS files, which will be served to the browser. CSS preprocessors allow you to write code as per the DRY principle, making it faster, efficient, and maintainable. The code is then compiled into regular CSS files via the command line or an application.

Consider the example in Listing 1-6. Modern browsers support RGBA (Red Green Blue Alpha) and HSLA (Hue Saturation Lightness Alpha) color values. However, you need to provide a fallback for older browsers. A common practice is to declare a hex value first and then the RGBA or HSLA value.

Listing 1-6. Supporting a New Color Format in All Browsers Using CSS

```css
.container {
  background-color: #000;
  background-color: rgba(0,0,0, 0.9);
}
```

With preprocessors, this job can be done easily. If the same task were to be completed using the Sass precompiler, it would be done as shown in Listing 1-7.

Listing 1-7. Sass Version of Listing 1-6

```css
$black:#000;
.container {
  background-color: $black;
  background-color: rgba($black, 0.9);
}
```

The preprocessor does all the calculations related to RGBA values for you.

With arrival of CSS3 support in modern browsers, people are not using images as much and are going with pure CSS. However, each browser has its own implementation of these features, and therefore these require vendor prefixes and different syntaxes. You can see a simple example of this in Listing 1-8.

Listing 1-8. Implementation of CSS Features for Different Browsers

```css
.container {
  -webkit-border-radius: 10px;
  -moz-border-radius: 10px;
  -ms-border-radius: 10px;
  -o-border-radius: 10px;
  border-radius: 10px;
}
```

Preprocessors make this job easier by allowing you to declare this code in a reusable component called a mixin (covered in coming chapters) and then use it directly in your code.
This example assumes that this reusable mixin is named `rounded-corners`. The code for this in the Sass preprocessor would look like Listing 1-9.

**Listing 1-9.** Implementing the code of Listing 1-8 Using a Sass Preprocessor

```css
.container {
  @include rounded-corners(4px);
}
```

So far you have seen how preprocessors help in coding CSS. Now let’s consider how preprocessors can help during the post-coding phase. Compressing the CSS reduces its original size, which results in less loading time. This can be done using online tools or editor addons.

However, the preprocessor can compile to CSS in various ways, one of which is compressed. The preprocessor can be configured in a way that, whenever a preprocessor file is saved, it is automatically compiled into CSS and compressed. This makes it production ready.

### Misconceptions About CSS Preprocessors

This section discusses some common misconceptions that prevent developers from adopting preprocessors in their daily workflow.

**You Need To Be a Command-Line Expert**

Many developers fear the command line. To use preprocessors, you require very little command-line knowledge. In fact, you need to learn only a single command. Additionally, there are applications that perform the same task without accessing the command line.

**You Need To Change the Way You Write CSS**

Developers have a way of writing stylesheets and organizing them. Since the SCSS syntax is the same as CSS, developers don’t need to change the way they have been writing CSS.

**Why Not Write CSS Directly?**

The initial reaction of many developers when looking at CSS preprocessors is, “What’s wrong with writing the CSS directly? We use CSS regularly and can fix all the usual layout issues and develop responsive web sites that work across all devices.”

Well, preprocessors by themselves cannot produce better CSS. For example, if you lack knowledge as to how to use CSS, preprocessors won’t be of any use in solving your issues. Preprocessors help you write CSS in a fast and maintainable manner by adhering to the DRY principle.
Which Are the Known Preprocessors?

Let's look at some known preprocessors available today, shown in Figure 1-2.

![Sass, Less, Compass](image)

**Figure 1-2. Known preprocessing frameworks**

### Sass

Sass (Syntactically Awesome Stylesheets) is the most famous preprocessor and it's been around for eight years. Sass is a preprocessor language originally designed and developed by Hampton Catlin and Natalie Weizenbaum.

When SassScript is compiled, it generates CSS rules for various selectors as specified in the Sass file. Sass can monitor the .sass or .scss files and generate an output .css file whenever the .sass or .scss file is saved.

Sass is open source and coded in Ruby.

### Less

Just like Sass, Less is another popular CSS preprocessor. It enhances the default CSS syntax by provision of mixins, variables, and nested style rules. It is easy to set up. You can also reference its JavaScript file in your HTML document and get started.

Less has attracted a very strong userbase due to its simplicity. Less is open source. Its initial version was written in Ruby; however, the later versions were written in JavaScript. A valid CSS code is a valid Less code, because Less follows the same semantics.

The main difference between Less and other CSS preprocessors is that Less allows real-time compilation via `less.js` within the browser.

### Compass

Compass is an open source CSS authoring framework. Compass is based on Sass, and hence it can use of all Sass’ features. It is very popular and is under active development. With Compass, developers can write cleaner markup without presentational classes.

Compass is filled with many reusable patterns most commonly used by developers.

In parallel to Compass is Bourbon, which is built with Sass, for Sass by Thoughtbot. Bourbon is a library of simple and lightweight mixins for Sass.

Some of key features that Compass provides are discussed next.
Mixins

Compass and Bourbon both provide a huge collection of mixins for various CSS3 features, which you will look at in detail in coming chapters. That means the developers don’t have to worry about vendor prefixes or CSS hacks. Listing 1-10 demonstrates the use of mixins with regard to box sizing.

Listing 1-10. Example Showing the Use of a Mixin Provided by Compass

e1{
    @include box-sizing(border-box);
}

Typography

Compass and Bourbon both contain typography-related mixins, variables, and functions. Compass comes with a lot of variables and a couple of mixins.

One of the features of Compass in this area is that it can also work with rem units with px fallbacks.

Listing 1-11. Example Showing Use Typographical Functionalities of Compass

e1{
    @include adjust-font-size-to(42px);
}

Helpers

One thing that Compass provides are helpers. Helpers save time, as they are predefined CSS snippets that you need to use directly in your stylesheets.

For example, Compass provides a helper for clearing the floats, a reset (with various options), some techniques for image replacement, and more.

Bourbon calls these helpers addons, and they are fewer in number than Compass.

Sprites

Because Compass is partly built in Ruby, Compass can interact with the file system. One of the things it can do is build sprites based on a folder of images.

Listing 1-12. Example Showing Compass’ Simple Way of Building Sprites

@import "icon/*.png";
@include all-icon-sprites;

It also provides functions like image-width(), image-height(), and inline-image(), which encode an image file in Base64.
Features of Preprocessors

This section goes through some common features of preprocessors that make them great tools for developers versus using CSS directly. You will be looking at some examples in context. The examples use two famous preprocessors—Sass and Less—which you will be studying in detail in coming chapters.

Variables

Variables help you store information that needs to be reused in your stylesheet. Properties like colors, font styles, or any CSS style can be stored and reused. For example, in Sass $ symbol is used to declare a variable.

Listing 1-13. Example Showing Implementation of Variables Using SASS

```scss
$text-color: #333;
body {
  color: $text-color;
}
```

When this code is compiled, it takes the variable defined for the $text-color and outputs normal CSS with the variable’s values placed in the CSS. This can be useful when working with properties applicable sitewide and keeping them consistent throughout the site.

Listing 1-14. Output of Previous Code Snippet

```css
body {
  color: #333;
}
```

Similarly in Less CSS @ symbol is used to declare a variable.

Listing 1-15. Example Showing Implementation of Variables Using Less

```less
@text-color: #333;
body{
  color:$text-color;
}
```

Nesting

Visual hierarchy of a page is not as clear in CSS as it is in HTML. Preprocessors let you nest CSS selectors, similar to the way it is done in HTML.

Listing 1-16. Example of Nesting in Sass or Less

```less
nav {
  ul {
    margin: 0 auto;
    padding: 10px 15px;
    list-height: 1em;
  }
}
```
The generated CSS will look like Listing 1-17.

**Listing 1-17.** Output of Previous Code Snippet

```css
nav ul {
    margin: 0 auto;
    padding: 10px 15px;
    list-height: 1em;
}
```

**Import**

Preprocessors have a slightly different `@import` implementation to the one in CSS. Instead of fetching a file from server, Sass will fetch the specified file and merge it into the file you’re importing. This results in a single CSS file being served to the web browser.

Suppose you have two SCSS files called `reset.scss` and `style.scss` and you want to import `reset.scss` into `style.scss`. This can be done using Sass; see Listing 1-18.

**Listing 1-18.** Example of Importing Content of One File into Another

```scss
@import 'reset';
body {
    background-color: #efefef;
}
```

**Note** There is no need to specify the file extension while importing files in Sass. Sass automatically figures out the appropriate file and imports it.

In Less, however, the behavior of import varies per file extension. If the imported file has a `.css` extension, it will be treated as a normal CSS import and won’t be changed when compiled. If it has any other extension, it will be treated like Less and will be imported and merged.

**Mixins**

Mixins let you create snippets of CSS declarations that you can reuse throughout your stylesheet. Mixins are further configurable by passing parameters as well as setting defaults for those parameters. Mixins are most useful when you want to repeatedly use vendor-prefixed syntax. They reduce the tedious rewriting of code (see Listings 1-19 and 1-20).

**Listing 1-19.** Example of a Border-Radius Mixin with a Parameter and its Default Value in Sass

```scss
@mixin rounded-corners($radius:5px) {
    -webkit-border-radius: $radius;
    -moz-border-radius: $radius;
    -ms-border-radius: $radius;
    border-radius: $radius;
}
.container { @include rounded-corners(10px); }
```
Listing 1-20. Example of a Border-Radius Mixin with a Parameter and its Default Value in Less

```less
.rounded-corners(@radius:5px) {
  -webkit-border-radius: @radius;
  -moz-border-radius: @radius;
  -ms-border-radius: @radius;
  border-radius: @radius;
}

.container { .rounded-corners(10px); }
```

Extend/Inheritance

Preprocessors allow you to share a collection of CSS properties between one or more selectors. This helps you write preprocessor code as per the DRY principle. See Listings 1-21 and 1-22.

Listing 1-21. Example for Extend in Sass

```css
.messagebox {
  font-size:1em;
  line-height:40px;
}

.successBox {
  @extend .messagebox;
  color:#0F0;
}
```

Listing 1-22. Example for Extend in Less

```less
.messagebox {
  font-size:1em;
  line-height:40px;
}

.successBox {
  &:extend(.messagebox);
  color:#0F0;
}
```

Operators

Preprocessors provide standard math operators so that you can perform calculations on the fly. See Listing 1-23.

Listing 1-23. Example Showing a Math Operation in Sass and Less

```css
.mainContent {
  float: left;
  width: 750px / 960px * 100%;
}
```
Problems with CSS Preprocessors

This section discusses the features of preprocessors that are used inappropriately. You will see most common problems that occur due to misuse or overuse of preprocessor features.

Problems with Mixins

Mixins are reusable blocks of code that are called wherever you need to include them. This is instead of having to rewrite these blocks several times.

Consider a code snippet written in the Sass preprocessor, shown in Listing 1-24.

Listing 1-24. An Example of a Mixin Using Sass

```scss
@mixin notification {
  color: #fff;
  border-radius: 50%;
}

.errorNotification {
  @include notification;
  background: #F00;
}

.successNotification {
  @include notification;
  background: #0F0;
}
```

This code compiles to Listing 1-25.

Listing 1-25. Output of Listing 1-24

```scss
.errorNotification {
  color: #fff;
  border-radius: 50%;
  background: #F00;
}

.successNotification {
  color: #fff;
  border-radius: 50%;
  background: #0F0;
}
```

Notice the code duplication that occurs in the output shown in Listing 1-25. If this mixin is used extensively across style code, it would result in a large amount of code redundancy and thus increase the file size.

Sass has an alternative approach, which is not supported by other preprocessors—extending. Extending the code will set the same properties of multiple selectors simultaneously, by specifying the selectors in a comma-separated format.
This approach avoids duplication; however, it can cause performance issues if too many selectors are extended. The resulting CSS will have many selectors in comma-separated format, which can cause performance issues.

Extending Selectors or Using Mixins Can Hamper Maintenance

Extending classes or using mixins can cause maintenance issues. Since the properties are declared and used in different places, the chances of changing a property without anticipating a complete impact are high. This can cause layouts to break at any point.

Summary

This chapter introduced preprocessors. You looked at how they can influence your workflow, making it more efficient and far easier to maintain in the future. You also looked at some known preprocessors currently available in the market.

The next chapter dives into Sass and discusses its various features.
Introduction to Sass

In the previous chapter, you learned about precompilers, including why to use them, which ones are the known preprocessors, and their features. This chapter covers one of the most popular preprocessors: Sass.

In this chapter, you explore the following aspects of Sass:

- Installation
- Running the code
- Variables
- Comments
- Data types
- Parentheses
- Nested rules
- Nested properties
- Referencing parent selector
- Interpolation
- Placeholder selector
- Logical and control directives

Installing Sass

You install Sass via a Ruby gem, so you need to have Ruby installed on your machine. If you are on Mac OS X, you already have Ruby installed. If you are on Windows or Linux, you need to download and install Ruby from http://rubyinstaller.org/downloads/.

After installing Ruby, you install Sass by running the `gem` command. `gem` can be thought of as an extension that extends the functionality of applications that consume Ruby. You can install Sass via the command line using the command shown in Listing 2-1. A simple interpretation of this command is “Ruby, install the gem called sass”.

**Listing 2-1.** Command for Installing Sass

```bash
sudo gem install sass
```
After installation completes, you can verify it by running the command in Listing 2-2.

**Listing 2-2. Command for Verifying Sass Installation**

```bash
sass -v
```

This should give you the output shown in Figure 2-1.

![Output of the sass-v command](image)

**Figure 2-1. Output of the sass-v command**

Upon completing this installation, you are ready to use Sass.

### Checking Other Versions of Sass

You can check for other available versions, beside latest version, by executing the command shown in Listing 2-3.

**Listing 2-3. Checking for Other Versions of Sass**

```bash
gem list sass -a -r
```

This command asks Ruby to list all the gems that have "sass" in their name. The `-r` command attribute tells Ruby to check it remotely, where all Sass versions are available. The `-a` command attribute is for listing all available versions.
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The output of this `gem list` command is shown in Listing 2-4.

**Listing 2-4.** Output Text of `gem list` Command

```
sass (3.4.18, 3.4.17, 3.4.16, 3.4.15, 3.4.14, 3.4.13, 3.4.12, 3.4.11, 3.4.10, 3.4.9, 3.4.8,
  3.4.7, 3.4.6, 3.4.5, 3.4.4, 3.4.3, 3.4.2, 3.4.1, 3.4.0, 3.3.14, 3.3.13, 3.3.12, 3.3.11,
  3.3.10, 3.3.9, 3.3.8, 3.3.7, 3.3.6, 3.3.5, 3.3.4, 3.3.3, 3.3.2, 3.3.1, 3.3.0, 3.2.19,
  3.2.18, 3.2.17, 3.2.16, 3.2.15, 3.2.14, 3.2.13, 3.2.12, 3.2.11, 3.2.10, 3.2.9, 3.2.8, 3.2.7,
  3.2.6, 3.2.5, 3.2.4, 3.2.3, 3.2.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.0, 3.1.21, 3.1.20, 3.1.19, 3.1.18, 3.1.17,
  3.1.16, 3.1.15, 3.1.14, 3.1.13, 3.1.12, 3.1.11, 3.1.10, 3.1.9, 3.1.8, 3.1.7, 3.1.6, 3.1.5,
  3.1.4, 3.1.3, 3.1.2, 3.1.1, 3.1.0)
sass-960gs (1.0.0, 0.1.0, 0.0.3, 0.0.2, 0.0.1)
sass-align (0.1.0)
sass-alexki (0.1.2)
sass-buttons (0.1.2, 0.1.1)
sass-capucine (0.0.3, 0.0.2, 0.0.1)
sass-color-helpers (2.0.0)
sass-color-schemes (0.4.0, 0.3.1, 0.3.0, 0.2.0, 0.1.0)
sass-extractor (0.0.1)
sass-extras (1.1.0, 1.0.2, 1.0.1, 1.0.0, 0.0.1)
sass-flexi (1.0.6, 1.0.5, 1.0.4, 1.0.3, 1.0.2, 1.0.1, 1.0.0)
sass-fontimage (0.1.1, 0.1.0)
sass-getunicode (1.0, 0.0.2, 0.0.1, 0.0.0)
sass-globbing (1.1.1, 1.1.0, 1.0.0)
sass-globbing-pr-20 (1.1.2)
sass-images (0.0.2, 0.0.1)
sass-import_once (0.1.3, 0.1.2, 0.1.0)
sass-json-vars (0.3.3, 0.3.2, 0.3.1, 0.3.0, 0.2.1, 0.2.0, 0.1.0, 0.0.1)
sass-list-maps (1.0.0, 0.9.9, 0.9.7, 0.9.6, 0.9.5, 0.9.3, 0.9.2, 0.9.1)
sass-material-colors (0.0.5, 0.0.4.2, 0.0.4.1, 0.0.4, 0.0.3, 0.0.2, 0.0.1)
sass-media_query_combiner (0.0.7, 0.0.6, 0.0.5, 0.0.4, 0.0.3, 0.0.2, 0.0.1)
sass-mediaqueries-rails (1.3, 1.2.3.1, 1.2.3)
sass-mixin-collection-rails (0.0.11, 0.0.1)
sass-pantones (0.0.1)
sass-paints-rails (0.1)
sass-rails (5.0.4, 5.0.3, 5.0.2, 5.0.1, 5.0.0, 4.0.5, 4.0.4, 4.0.3, 4.0.2, 4.0.1, 4.0.0,
  3.2.6, 3.2.5, 3.2.4, 3.2.3, 3.2.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.0, 3.1.7, 3.1.6, 3.1.5, 3.1.4, 3.1.3, 3.1.2,
  3.1.1, 3.1.0)
sass-rails-bootstrap (2.2.2.3, 2.2.2.2, 2.2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.1, 2.1.1, 2.1.0.1, 2.1.0, 2.0.4,
  2.0.2)
sass-rails-source-maps (0.1.0, 0.0.4, 0.0.3, 0.0.2, 0.0.1)
sass-rails3 (4.0.1)```
You can also determine which prerelease versions are available by executing the command shown in Listing 2-5.

**Listing 2-5.** Checking the Prerelease Version Through the Command Line

gem list sass -pre -r

You can install the prerelease version if you want to try out all the bleeding-edge features that are not available in stable releases. Use the command shown in Listing 2-6 to do so.

**Listing 2-6.** Installing the Prerelease Version

```bash
sudo gem install sass -pre
```

There may be situations where you might need to uninstall existing versions of Sass, such as to use an older version that supports some deprecated features used in the project. This can be done as in Listing 2-7.

**Listing 2-7.** Command for Uninstalling Sass

gem uninstall sass --version versionnumber

### An Alternative to the Command Line

Besides the terminal method, there are GUI applications that will run and compile Sass, for people who are scared to operate or have no prior experience using terminals. There are free as well as paid variants of such apps for various platforms. Some of these are as follows

- Codekit (Paid) (available for Mac only)
- Compass (Paid) (available for Mac, Windows, and Linux)
- Prepros (Paid) (available for Mac, Windows, and Linux)
- Mixtures (Free) (available for Mac only)
- Scout (open source) (available for Mac, Windows, and Linux)
- Koala (Free) (available for Mac, Windows, and Linux)

### Compiling the Sass File

Once you have installed Sass, you can start coding and compiling. In order to do so, you must specify which file Sass should watch. This can be done using the command shown in Listing 2-8.

**Listing 2-8.** Sass Command to Watch and Compile a File

```bash
sass --watch style.scss:style.css
```
The command shown in Listing 2-8 watches the .scss files for any changes. Whenever you modify and save the .scss file, Sass will compile and generate the output .css file. Thus the code given in Listing 2-8 can be broken down in the following manner:

- **sass** (main component that indicates that this is a Sass command)
- **--watch** (action this command is supposed to perform)
- **style.scss:style.css** (input and output file separated by colon)

You can find out more about the command options by typing the command shown in Listing 2-9 in the terminal.

**Listing 2-9.** Command for Accessing Sass Documentation

```bash
sass --help
```

**Avoiding the Command Line with Apps: Using Scout**

Scout is a free app built using Adobe air and it can be downloaded from [http://mhs.github.io/scout-app/](http://mhs.github.io/scout-app/). Open the app and click the plus icon at the bottom-left corner to add a project. Figure 2-2 shows the UI of the Scout app.

**Figure 2-2.** Scout app interface; to get started, you need to click on the bottom-left plus icon
After you click the plus icon, you will see the interface shown in Figure 2-3.

As you can see, there are various parameters that you can configure, including stylesheet directories, JavaScript, and images directories. You can also provide specific config files for Sass compilation in the Config File field. Note the Output Modes option. If you leave it as is, you get optimized but readable code. No minification is performed.

You can set various output styles by which output can be further compressed and minified. However, in this case, you will be using the first two fields where you specify the stylesheet input and output folders.
Once you set your required fields, you can initiate a Scout project by clicking the Start button next to the project name. You will then see the screen shown in Figure 2-4.

**Figure 2-4.** Selecting folders for Input and output
Scout watches for all the changes that take place and compiles them to appropriate CSS (see Figure 2-5). If there are syntax issues, the user will be notified immediately. You can then minimize the app and continue your development.

Figure 2-5. Scout is initiated and watching a project
Automating Workflow

Like Scout, there are many free tools available to speed up the frontend development. If you want to automate your development further and you are not scared to play with command line, take a look at Yeoman (http://yeoman.io/). See Figure 2-6. This does more than just compile Sass. It is a complete build system that optimizes images, refreshes the browser, etc. Some of the core features it provides are

- **Scaffolding** (As per wiki: “Scaffolding is a technique supported by some model-view-controller frameworks, in which the programmer can specify how the application database may be used. The compiler or framework uses this specification, together with pre-defined code templates, to generate the final code that the application can use to create, read, update and delete database entries, effectively treating the templates as a “scaffold” on which to build a more powerful application. It is usually used by company to for creating as a web-base program. [sic]”)

- Build system to generate builds with compressed/compiled code.

- Package manager that will automatically get all the required libraries.

Another such known automation tool is Bower (http://bower.io/).

*Figure 2-6. Go to Yeoman.io to get the Yeoman framework*
Variables

Like other programming languages, variables are used to associate values to a name that is available for reuse across the code. So you end up referring to a name instead of cloning values. In Sass, you can store color, typographic info, and so on, which are reusable. You use $ symbol to create a variable in Sass, as shown in Listing 2-10.

Listing 2-10. Creating Variables in Sass

```sass
$fontColor: #666;
body {
    color: $fontColor;
}
```

When this Sass code is compiled to normal CSS, $fontColor within the style definition of body gets replaced with the actual value.

Variables, when declared outside any style declaration, are globally accessible. If they are declared inside any specific selector, they will be available only to that specific selector. Take a look at the example in Listing 2-11.

Listing 2-11. Code Demonstrating Scope of Variable

```sass
body{
    $fontColor: #666;
    color: $fontColor;
}
p{
    color: $fontColor;
}
```

This code will give this error:

Undefined variable: "$fontColor".

This is because $fontColor is declared inside the style block for the body tag.

Variables can be combined with parts of style rules to make a single style rule. In such an implementation, the variable is replaced by its actual value. This is demonstrated in Listing 2-12.

Listing 2-12. Code Combining Parts of CSS Rules with Variables

```sass
$border-color: #000;
.containerBlock {
    border: 2px $border-color solid;
}
```
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It is possible to create a variable from another variable. This can be done as shown in Listing 2-13.

**Listing 2-13.** Declaring One Variable from Another Variable

```
$border-color: #000;
$borderDeclaration: 2px $border-color solid;
.containerBlock {
    border:$borderDeclaration;
}
```

Sass allows you to use underscores and hyphens interchangeably in your code. Thus, the code shown in Listing 2-14 will be valid and won't produce an error.

**Listing 2-14.** Demo Showing the Interchangeable Use of Underscores and Hyphens

```
$color-positive: #0F0;
.note {
    color: $color_positive;
}
```

### Data Types

Sass supports various data types:

- Numbers (e.g., 2.0, 15, 12px)
- Strings (e.g., "foo", bar)
- Colors (e.g., #f00, rgb(255, 255, 150))
- Boolean (e.g., true, false)
- Comma- or space-separated values (e.g., 10px 20px, 'Tahoma', 'Arial', san-serif)

Sass also supports `css !important` declarations.

### Default Values for Variables

Variables can be given default values that will come into action if they are not assigned any specific value. This comes handy when you want to use a default value across your code and modify it only in certain situations, as shown in Listings 2-15 and 2-16.

**Listing 2-15.** Example of Default Values

```
$borderRadius: 5px !default;
```

**Listing 2-16.** Example of a Default Value Being Ignored When a Value Is Specified Explicitly

```
$borderRadius:10px;
.notArea{
    border-radius:$borderRadius;
}
```
Listing 2-17. Output of Listing 2-16

```
:notArea{
    border-radius:10px;
}
```

If the code in Listing 2-16 runs without explicitly specifying the value for `borderRadius`, it will choose to go ahead with default value. Output will thus be as shown in Listing 2-18.

Listing 2-18. Output of Listing 2-16 Without Explicitly Defining a Value for `borderRadius`

```
:notArea{
    border-radius:5px;
}
```

Nesting Styles in Sass

While writing CSS, you have to repeat the selectors to assign style rules for elements placed under some elements. The code shown in Listing 2-19 is a common example of selector repetition.

Listing 2-19. Code Repetition in CSS

```
.article .h1 {
    font-weight: bold;
}

.article p {
    line-height: 1em;
}

.article img {
    float: left;
}
```

In Sass, you can avoid this code repetition by nesting CSS selectors. Thus, the code in Listing 2-19, rewritten in Sass, would look like Listing 2-20.


```
.article{
    .h1{
        font-weight:bold;
    }
    p{
        line-height:1em;
    }
    img{
        float:left;
    }
}
```
This approach not only eliminates code repetition, it also makes the code more readable. Nesting can be done with groups of selectors as well. This is shown in Listing 2-21.

Listing 2-21. Nesting a Group of Selectors

```scss
.article{
  p, section{
    line-height: 1em;
  }
}
```

Listing 2-22. Output of Listing 2-21

```scss
.article p, .article section {
  line-height: 1em;
}
```

Referencing a Parent Selector: &

When nesting styles in Sass, there are many occasions where you might need to refer to the parent selector. For example, if you want to write a style for a hover state of an element, you can refer to the parent element by prefixing the & selector, as shown in Listing 2-23.

Listing 2-23. Using & to Refer to the Parent Selector

```scss
a {
  text-decoration: none;
  &:hover {
    text-decoration: underline;
  }
}
```

When this code is compiled, & is replaced with the parent selector. The compiled output is shown in Listing 2-24.

Listing 2-24. Output of Listing 2-23

```scss
a {
  text-decoration: none;
}
a:hover{
  text-decoration: underline;
}
```
Another feature of & is that it resolves the parent selector regardless of any depth in nesting. Consider the code in Listing 2-25.

**Listing 2-25.** & Is Nested Two Levels Below in the Style Declaration

```css
#contentArea {
    font-size:1em;
    a#referenceLinkContainer{
        background:#CCC;
        &:hover{
            border:1px solid #000;
        }
    }
}
```

The output is shown in Listing 2-26.

**Listing 2-26.** Compiled output of Listing 2-25

```css
#contentArea{ font-size: 1em;}
#contentArea a#referenceLinkContainer{background: #CCC;}
#contentArea a#referenceLinkContainer:hover{border:1px solid #000;}
```

**Using Combinators in Your SCSS**

Combinator selectors—+, >, and ~—are used to combine selectors. They tell the browser which elements are in context.

The > is also known as the *child combinator*. It’s used to select the immediate child of the parent. In the previous example, it would select the immediate h1 of section. It will not target any h1’s that have been nested inside a child element. See Listing 2-27.

**Listing 2-27.** Example of Using a Combinator in CSS

```css
.article{
    section > h1{
        line-height:1em;
    }
}
```

The + is also known as the *adjacent combinator*. It’s used to select the next element at the same level. It would not check the parent element’s children. It’s shown in Listings 2-28 and 2-29.

**Listing 2-28.** HTML Markup to Demonstrate an Adjacent Combinator

```html
<section>
    <article>
        <p>This is a child paragraph</p>
    </article>
    <p>This is an adjacent paragraph</p>
    <article>
        <p>This is a child paragraph</p>
    </article>
</section>
```
Listing 2-29. CSS Demonstrating an Adjacent Combinator

```css
Article + p{
  Color: #F00;
}
```

In the code shown in Listing 2-29, the rule will apply to any `p` tag that is after the `article` tag and not ones that are inside the `article` tags.

The `~` is called the *general sibling* combinator. It will select every `article` that comes after another `article`, regardless of what elements are between them. See Listing 2-30.

**Listing 2-30.** CSS Demonstrating the General Sibling Combinator

```css
Article ~ article{
  Color: #F00;
}
```

**Comments**

Like other programming languages, Sass supports single-line and multiline comments. Single-line comments are created by prefixing them with `//`. Multiline comments are enclosed within `/**/`. Listing 2-31 shows some examples.

**Listing 2-31.** Comment Examples

```css
// This is Single line comment
/* This is a
Multi line comment */
```

When the Sass file is compiled, multiline comments are retained while single-line comments are removed.

**Nesting Properties**

Like nested rules, Sass also allows nesting of properties. For example, consider the properties like `font-family`, `font-size`, and `font-weight`. These all come under the `font` namespace.

In Sass, you can nest properties that come under the same namespace, as shown in Listing 2-32.

**Listing 2-32.** Nesting Properties

```css
.content{
  font: {
    family: 'Tahoma';
    size: 13px;
    weight: bold;
  }
}
```
This code is compiled as shown in Listing 2-33.

**Listing 2-33.** Output of Listing 2-32

```css
.content{
    font-family: 'Tahoma';
    font-size: 13px;
    font-weight: bold;
}
```

### Interpolation

If you want to build your selectors or properties dynamically, interpolation is the thing you need. This comes handy when you want use loops to generate styles. For example, you have an array containing names of social network icons. You can use loop with interpolation to generate such styles. It can be used in a simple situation where you want use a value stored in a variable in a class name, as demonstrated in Listing 2-34. Interpolation is done using the `#{}` syntax.

**Listing 2-34.** Example Showing Interpolation

```css
$innerContainerClass: container;
.left .#{ $innerContainerClass }
{
    width:50%;
    display:inline-block;
}
```

**Listing 2-35.** Output of Listing 2-34

```css
.left .container{
    width:50%;
    display:inline-block;
}
```

### Placeholder Selectors

Placeholder selectors are special types of selectors that look similar to normal IDs or class selectors, but are prefixed by `%` instead of `#` or `.`. Placeholders differ from other selectors in that they are not rendered in the final output .css file.

Placeholders are used to extend certain sets of styles without rendering that set in the final output. You will see its implementation the next chapter when you look at `@extend`.

**Listing 2-36.** Example of a Placeholder Selector

```css
%importantText{
    Color:red;
    Font-weight:bold;
}

.notice{
    @extend %importantText;
}
```
Listing 2-37. Output of Listing 2-36, where %importantText Has Been Rendered

```css
.notice {
  Color: red;
  Font-weight: bold;
}
```

**Logical Capabilities of Sass**

Sass not only makes writing CSS easy and maintainable by incorporating the DRY principle, but it also adds capabilities such as logic and calculations, which were missing in core CSS. With Sass, you can perform math calculations, perform some operations on the basis of some condition, or do some looping. Let’s look into these aspects in more detail.

**Mathematical Operations in Sass**

Sass supports addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

**Addition**

Addition can be done as shown in Listing 2-38.

Listing 2-38. Example Showing Addition

```css
.container { width: 20%+80%; }
```

Note that mathematical operations can occur only with same type of operands. In other words, you cannot perform mathematical operations between pixel and percentage.

**Subtraction**

Subtraction can be done as shown in Listing 2-39.

Listing 2-39. Example Showing Subtraction

```css
.container { width: 80%-40%; }
```

**Multiplication**

Multiplication can be done as shown in Listing 2-40.

Listing 2-40. Example showing Multiplication

```css
.container { width: 80%*40%; }
```
Division
Division can be done as shown in Listing 2-41.

**Listing 2-41.** Example showing Division
```
.container{
  width: 80%/40%;
}
```

Parentheses
In Sass, parentheses are used to manipulate the order of execution, as shown in Listing 2-42.

**Listing 2-42.** Parentheses in Action
```
.leftSide{
  Font-size: 1em + (.2em*2);
}
```

**Listing 2-43.** Output of Listing 2-42
```
.leftSide{
  Font-size: 1.4em;
}
```

Calculations Using Variables
Calculations can be performed with variables as well. Check out Listing 2-44.

**Listing 2-44.** Example of Performing Calculations Using Variables
```
$container: 100%;
$contentArea: 50%;
$gutter: 10%;
.sidebar{
  width: $container - ($contentArea+$gutter);
}
```

Control Directives
Sass provides control directives for including styles or bringing some variations in styles based on some condition.

Control directives are complex and aren’t typically used on a daily basis. They are mainly used in mixins in order to make them flexible. This is commonly seen in mixins within libraries like Compass, which is covered in coming chapters.
@if

This control directive takes an expression and applies the associated style if the expression evaluates to something other than false or null, as shown in Listing 2-45.

Listing 2-45. Example of Using @if

```
$isVisible : true !default;
.container{
  @if $isVisible{
    display: block;
  }
  @else{
    display: none;
  }
}
```

In the previous code, $isVisible is evaluated inside .container and, depending on the result, a style is applied.

Listing 2-46. Output of Listing 2-45

```
.container {
  display: block;
}
```

@if can be combined with one or more @else if statements and one @else statement. Listing 2-47 shows an example where the background color is applied in hex code based on the color specified in the text form.

Listing 2-47. Combination of @if, @else if, and @else

```
$blockColor: green;
.container {
  @if $blockColor == red {
    background-color: #f00;
  } @else if $blockColor == green {
    background-color: #0f0;
  } @else if $blockColor == blue {
    background-color: #00f;
  } @else {
    background-color: #000;
  }
}
```

Listing 2-48. Combination of @if, @else if, and @else

```
.container {
  background-color: #0f0;
}
```
@for

The @for directive is used to output styles by means of looping. Using the @for loop, you can adjust styles based on the value of the counter. There are two variations of this:

- Using through ($counter from <start_value> through <end_value>)
- Using to ($counter from <start_value> to <end_value>)

When <start_value> is greater than <end_value>, the counter will decrement. The main difference between through and to is that the former one includes the <end_value> while the latter one doesn’t. See Listings 2-49 through 2-52.

Listing 2-49. Example of Using @for with through
@for $size from 1 through 3 {
    .header-#{$size} { font-size: 2em * $size; }
}

Listing 2-50. Output of Listing 2-49
.header-1 {
    font-size: 2em;
}
.header-2 {
    font-size: 4em;
}
.header-3 {
    font-size: 6em;
}

Listing 2-51. Example of Using @for with to
@for $size from 1 to 3 {
    .header-#{$size} { font-size: 2em * $size; }
}

Listing 2-52. Output of Listing 2-51
.header-1 {
    font-size: 2em;
}
.header-2 {
    font-size: 4em;
}
@each

The @each directive is another looping directive like @for, except that instead of using counters, you provide a list that determines which operation is performed.

Consider an example where you’re building styles for social icons, as shown in Listing 2-53. You loop an array that contains the names of the social icons and, using interpolation, you generate style classes with their names and background images.

Listing 2-53. Example Demonstrating the @each Implementation

$socials: twitter linkedin pinterest;
@each $social in $socials {
   #{$social} {
      background-image: url(/images/icons/#{$social}.png);
      width:16px;height:16px;
   }
}

Listing 2-54. Output of Listing 2-53

.twitter {
   background-image: url(/images/icons/twitter.png);
   width: 16px;
   height: 16px;
}

.linkedin {
   background-image: url(/images/icons/linkedin.png);
   width: 16px;
   height: 16px;
}

.pinterest {
   background-image: url(/images/icons/pinterest.png);
   width: 16px;
   height: 16px;
}

It is possible to have multiple variables and list them in @each, as shown in Listing 2-55. In this example, you are using two variables as one element in a loop. A pair of $notification and $color is treated as a single loop entity and it’s evaluated and the styles are generated accordingly.

Listing 2-55. An Example Demonstrating an @each Implementation Using Multiple Lists

@each $notification, $color in (success, green),(warning, amber),(error,red) {
   #{$notification}-icon {
      background-color: $color;
   }
}
Listing 2-56. Output of Listing 2-55

```css
.success-icon {
    background-color: green;
}

.warning-icon {
    background-color: amber;
}

.error-icon {
    background-color: red;
}
```

@while

The @while directive iterates until the condition given is not met and outputs the styles nested inside the body of the while loop. Listing 2-57 shows an example that builds the column layout for a responsive design. It’s building a four-column grid using a while loop.

Listing 2-57. Example Demonstrating @while

```scss
$col: 4;
@while $col > 0 {
    .cols-#{$col} {
        width: 100% / $col;
    }
    $col: $col - 1;
}
```

Listing 2-58. Output of Listing 2-57

```css
.cols-4 {
    width: 25%;
}

.cols-3 {
    width: 33.33333%;
}

.cols-2 {
    width: 50%;
}

.cols-1 {
    width: 100%;
}
```

Summary

This chapter introduced the fundamental components of Sass. In the next chapter, you will be diving in to advanced aspects of Sass, such as creating mixins and extending existing styles.
In the previous chapter, you looked into the installation procedure and essential components needed to work with Sass. In this chapter, you will look into the more advanced concepts of Sass.

This chapter explores the following aspects of Sass:

- @import
- @media
- @extend
- @at-root
- Mixin directives
- Function directives
- Output style
- Building your own grid system

@import

Sass also supports importing features similar to what is available in native CSS. But unlike CSS, which downloads CSS when an @import is encountered, Sass and SCSS files imported using the SASS @import rules will be merged and output as a single file after compilation.

When you specify Sass import in a file, it looks into the current directory. Additional search paths can be specified using the load_paths option. By default it takes a file name.

**Listing 3-1. Example of @import**

```scss
@import "main"
```

@import can be used for importing multiple files as well.

**Listing 3-2. Example of @import for Getting Multiple Files**

```scss
@import "main", "mobile"
```

This behavior is shown in Figure 3-1.
Partials

Let's say you have some reusable chunk of Sass code that you want to import but don't want to see it in the final output file. You can use partials to achieve this result. Partialss come in handy for segregating the style code in various files for better organization.

Let's say you have a Sass file containing information regarding typography like font size and weights with the name typography.scss. To make this file partial, you need to prefix it with an underscore. So the file name would be _typography.scss. The underscore tells the Sass compiler that the specified file is a partial and need not be compiled into complete CSS.

This makes managing style code in the project easier as the project grows, by sorting code into logical chunks.

Thus continuing with example from previous paragraph, after renaming the file _typography.scss, you can import it in the code with a simple @import typography statement.

Nested @import

Imports can also be used for importing code snippets within style rules. Using @import, you can also import CSS rules.

Let's take an example where you have two files—parent.scss and file2.scss. Say you want to import the content of parent.scss into file2.scss. You could do so as shown in Listing 3-3.

Listing 3-3. Example of @import for Importing Style: Content of _parent.scss

```scss
.parent{
  Background-color:#CCC;
}
```

Listing 3-4. Example of @import for Importing Style: Content of file2.scss

```scss
.child{
  @import "parent";
}
```

When the code shown in Listing 3-4 is executed, you get the output shown in Listing 3-5.

Figure 3-1. Visual representation of how @import works in Sass
Listing 3-5. Output of Listing 3-4

```css
.child .parent{
    Background-color:#CCC;
}
```

Thus when you apply `import` within a style rule, all the imported rules will be nested inside that specific rule. The result of this will be same as if the styles were nested inside that specific selector.

**Plain CSS Imports**

In addition to its own style of `import`, Sass also supports the CSS style `@import`. There are two factors that cause such a behavior to be triggered. These are as follows:

- URL/path of the file to be imported ends with a `.css` extension
- URL/path of the file to be imported begins with `http(s)://`

Thus, you cannot import plain CSS directly in Sass. However, there is a workaround for this. Since Sass is compatible with CSS, you can simply change the extension of the file from `.css` to `.scss` and import it.

**@media**

Media queries are the most essential part of today’s web design process. With media queries, you can customize your web app based on things like viewport width, viewport height, device width, device height, and orientation.

Normally, a developer building a web page would first write "normal" styles and then write media queries at the end. This would work fine for stylesheets with few lines of code; however, it will be nightmare to manage when the code increases to thousands of lines.

Sass provides something much easier. `@media` is used to write media queries similar to CSS. However, it has an added feature that it can be nested within a style rule. Sass will automatically build a media queries declaration and put respective styles inside it, as shown in Listing 3-6.

**Listing 3-6. @media Inside Sass**

```scss
#container{
    Width:960px;
    @media screen and (min-width:500px){
        Width:100%;
    }
}
```

**Listing 3-7. Output of Listing 3-6**

```css
#container {
    Width: 960px;
}
@media screen and (min-width: 500px) {
    #container {
        Width: 100%;
    }
}
```
Now you might be wondering why we would use a preprocessor for writing a media query instead of using the conventional CSS method. One of the advantages is code readability. By using the Sass way of integrating the media query, the code is very easy to understand.

Sass also allows nesting of media queries for building complex media queries. Consider the example in Listing 3-8, where we have nested media queries for different width inside the #container. This makes the code easy to understand and far more readable.

**Listing 3-8. Nesting of Media Queries**

```scss
@media screen {
    #container {
        @media (min-width:500px) {
            width: 500px;
        }
        @media (min-width:700px) {
            width: 700px;
        }
    }
}
```

**Listing 3-9. Output of Listing 3-8**

```css
@media screen and (min-width: 500px) {
    #container {
        width: 500px;
    }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 700px) {
    #container {
        width: 700px;
    }
}
```

Going further, you can create a partial with media queries inside them and then include them wherever needed.

With Sass, you can also include media queries inline. Consider an example where you want a container to have different width on different viewport sizes. This can be achieved as demonstrated in Listing 3-10.

**Listing 3-10. Inline Media Queries**

```scss
$color1:#CCC;
.color {
    color: $color1;
    @include setQuery(sm) { width: 80%;
    }
    @include setQuery(md) { width: 70%;
    }
    @include setQuery(lg) { width: 60%;
    }
}
```
Yet another advantage of writing media queries using Sass is that you can assign breakpoints for media queries to variables. Then these variables can be used in media queries. This is demonstrated in Listing 3-11, which is a more elaborate version of the previous example.

**Listing 3-11. Using Variables for Assigning Breakpoint**

```scss
$color1: #CCC;
$sm: 320px;
$md: 720px;
$lg: 1280px;
@mixin setQuery($type){
  @if $type == sm {
    @media only screen and (min-width: $sm) and (max-width: $md - 1) {
      @content;
    }
  }
  @else if $type == md {
    @media only screen and (min-width: $md) and (max-width: $lg - 1) {
      @content;
    }
  }
  @else if $type == lg {
    @media only screen and (min-width: $lg) {
      @content;
    }
  }
}.container {
  color: $color1;
  @include setQuery(sm) {
    width: 80%;
  }
  @include setQuery(md) {
    width: 70%;
  }
  @include setQuery(lg) {
    width: 60%;
  }
}
```

The previous code example stored width values in variables. Then, on the basis of which variable we pass as the parameter to the mixin (which is like a function used to inject reusable style with computation if needed, a concept that’s covered later in the chapter), the media query is generated and injected. The output of the previous code is as shown in Listing 3-12.
@extend

When writing CSS, one situation we might come across often is where one class needs to have all the style rules of another, plus its own style. Writing this using simple CSS would require repeating the code. Using Sass, you can inherit these required styles using @extend.

@extend is known as a selector inheritance. In selector inheritance, Sass inherits all the styles defined in another selector. Consider the example shown in Listing 3-13, where .notification is inherited in .success.

Listing 3-13. An Example of Using @extend

```css
.notification{
  border-radius:5px;
  padding:5px;
}

.success{
  @extend .notification;
  background-color:#0F0;
}
```

Listing 3-14. Output of Listing 3-13

```css
.notification, .success {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
```
There are some disadvantages of using @extend. For one, the result of extending may sometimes be unpredictable in a large file where the extended CSS selector is present multiple times. This could result in undesirable output.

Another issue with using @extend is that it cannot be used inside @media declarations.

@extend is also not as flexible as using mixins, as it cannot accept arguments.

It is possible to create a single selector by extending multiple selectors, as shown in Listing 3-15.

**Listing 3-15.** Extending from Multiple Selectors

```scss
.notification {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}

.errorLooks{
  Color:#F00;
  Background-color:rgba(255,0,0,0.5);
}

.error {
  @extend .notification;
  @extend .errorLooks;
}
```

**Listing 3-16.** Output of Listing 3-15

```css
.notification, .error {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}

.errorLooks, .error {
  Color: #F00;
  Background-color: rgba(255, 0, 0, 0.5);
}
```

You can also perform chaining by extending the selectors in the next selector, as shown in Listing 3-17.

**Listing 3-17.** Chaining Within extend

```scss
.notification {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}

.errorLooks{
  @extend .notification;
  Color:#F00;
  Background-color:rgba(255,0,0,0.5);
}

.error {
  @extend .errorLooks;
}
```
Listing 3-18. Output of Listing 3-17

```css
.notification, .error Looks, .error {
    border-radius: 5px;
    padding: 5px;
}

.error Looks, .error {
    Color: #F00;
    Background-color: rgba(255, 0, 0, 0.5);
}
```

@extend Behind the Scenes

Inheritance isn’t as simple as it seems. Understanding how extending works will give you insight into how selectors are inherited and thus will give you the ability to anticipate the output.

Let’s take example used in previous section. The principle behind @extend is that if .error extends .notification, every instance of .error in the final stylesheet will be replaced with .notification, .error.

There are two things regarding @extend that you should keep in mind:

- Inheritance generates comparatively less CSS than mixins, which does a somewhat similar thing. It only adds the selector in a comma-separated list and does not clone the properties.
- Cascading applies to inheritance similarly to how it does in normal CSS. When two rules with different values apply to the same element, cascading decides which rule will be applied. Thus the last rule is always applied.

When to Use Selector Inheritance

Suppose you are developing a web page and writing style rules and you find that one of your classes (.error Looks) is a more specific version of another (.notification). How will you go about writing the style rule?

- You could replicate the same style rules in both the classes. However, this would result in lot of duplicate code and would go against the DRY principle.
- You could apply styles to group of selectors (.notification, .error). This is good, but over time will increase the complexity of your style code.
- You could use @extend provided by Sass and allow .error inherit from .notification. This makes the code far more readable and easier to understand.

Placeholder Selectors

While using Sass, you might come across situations where you want to write classes that you want to extend into other classes but don’t want it to be rendered into the final compiled CSS file. For example, you want to use a certain class containing code for rounded edges or margins that’s not useful independently.

This can be achieved in Sass with something known as placeholder selector, which is rendered by prefixing the class name with %—for example %notification.
Listing 3-19. Example of @extend Selectors

```css
%notification {
    border-radius: 5px;
    padding: 5px;
}
.errorLooks{
    @extend %notification;
}
```

Listing 3-20. Output of Listing 3-19

```css
.errorLooks {
    border-radius: 5px;
    padding: 5px;
}
```

As you see in Listing 3-20, the notification extend class has not been rendered in the final output.

Do More with @extend

Classes are not the only things that can be extended. It is also possible to extend complex elements like `a:hover`, `.notification`, and `.error`, as shown in Listing 3-21.

Listing 3-21. Example Demonstrating Extending a Complex Element

```css
a{
    color:#F00;
    &:hover{
        font-weight:bold;
    }
}
.notification{
    @extend a:hover;
}
```

It is also possible to create multiple rules by extending multiple CSS classes in one selector, as shown in Listing 3-22.

Listing 3-22. Example Demonstrating Extending Multiple Classes

```css
.notification{
    border-radius:50%;
}
.strongText{
    font-weight:bold;
}
.error{
    @extend .notification;
    @extend .strongText;
    color:#F00;
}
```
This code will give the output shown in Listing 3-23.

**Listing 3-23. Output of Listing 3-22**

```scss
.notification, .error {
    Border-radius: 50%;
}

.strongText, .error {
    Font-weight: bold;
}

.error {
    Color: #F00;
}
```

It is also possible to chain the selectors while extending; that is, extending one selector that already extends another selector. Here is the modified code of Listing 3-24 to demonstrate this phenomenon.

**Listing 3-24. Example Demonstrating Chaining extends**

```scss
.notification{
    Border-radius: 50%;
}

.strongText{
    @extend .notification;
    Font-weight: bold;
}

.error{
    @extend .strongText;
    Color: #F00;
}
```

The output of this code will be same as shown in Listing 3-23.

There might be situations where you want `@extend` to be ignored if the extended selector has an error or is not present. You can use the `!optional` flag in that case. This will prevent `@extend` from producing results. This is demonstrated in Listing 3-25.

**Listing 3-25. Example Showing !optional**

```scss
.success{
    @extend .lightText !optional;
}
```

**@at-root**

The Sass `@at-root` directive causes the rules inside it to be rendered at the document root level, regardless of where they are nested. See Listing 3-26.
**Listing 3-26.** Example of @at-root

```scss
.notification {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
.errorLooks{
  @extend .notification;
  @at-root{
    .icon{
      border-radius: 50%;
    }
  }
}
```

In this example, `.icon` is nested in the `errorLooks`. This code when compiled will give the result shown in Listing 3-27.

**Listing 3-27.** Output of Listing 3-26

```scss
.notification, .errorLooks {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
.icon {
  border-radius: 50%;
}
```

Note that the content in @at-root will appear after the rules within which it was nested.

You might be thinking, “When could I use this myself?”

Well, with @at-root, your code would be more readable and manageable. Consider the example shown in Listing 3-28.

**Listing 3-28.** Example of Implementing @at-root

```scss
.productImage {
  height: 150px;
  width: 150px;

  @at-root {
    @keyframes panimate {
      0% { transform: scale(1.0); } 
      25% { transform: scale(1.1); } 
      50% { transform: scale(1.2); } 
      75% { transform: scale(1.1); } 
      100% { transform: scale(1.0); } 
    }
  }
  &:hover {
    animation: panimate .8s infinite;
  }
}
```
In this example, you can see that putting an animation declaration that will be used for this specific element inside the definition with `@at-root` increases the overall code readability.

Listing 3-29. Output of Listing 3-28

```
.productImage {
  height: 150px;
  width: 150px;
}

@keyframes panimate {
  0% {
    transform: scale(1);
  }
  25% {
    transform: scale(1.1);
  }
  50% {
    transform: scale(1.2);
  }
  75% {
    transform: scale(1.1);
  }
  100% {
    transform: scale(1);
  }
}

.productImage:hover {
  animation: panimate 0.8s infinite;
}
```

Mixin Directives

As your CSS grows, you'll come across situations where you need to replicate entire chunk of styles as-is or with slight variations.

Mixins, declared using `@mixin`, are used to create reusable style code that can be used across the entire stylesheet. Mixins can contain full CSS rules. Mixins can take arguments, which makes them flexible.

Mixins are defined using the `@mixin` directive followed by the name of the mixin and optional argument and block containing code, as shown in Listing 3-30.

Listing 3-30. Example of a Mixin

```
@mixin roundedEdges($radius: 5px) {
  -webkit-border-radius: $radius;
  -moz-border-radius: $radius;
  -ms-border-radius: $radius;
  border-radius: $radius;
}

.container { @include roundedEdges(10px); }
```
This example shows a mixin that generates code for rounded edges, which accepts a single parameter whose default value is set to 5px if it’s not provided.

**Listing 3-31.** Output of Listing 3-30

```scss
.container {
  -webkit-border-radius: 10px;
  -moz-border-radius: 10px;
  -ms-border-radius: 10px;
  border-radius: 10px;
}
```

This example shows how the mixins are defined and included. The mixins are defined using `@mixin`. They are included using `@include`. In this example, we have also provided an argument with its default value.

You can also create compounded mixins, by including other mixins, as shown in Listing 3-32.

**Listing 3-32.** Example of a Compound Mixin

```scss
@mixin success {
  @include notification;
  @include successTheme;
}
```

Mixin arguments are written in variable format, separated by commas if more than one argument is there. These arguments can have default values that will be used if no value is provided as an argument.

**Listing 3-33.** Passing a Block of Code as an Argument to a Mixin

```scss
@mixin clearFix {
  &:after {
    @content;
  }
}

.btn {
  display: inline-block;
  @include clearFix {
    clear: both;
  }
}
```

**Listing 3-34.** Output of Listing 3-33

```scss
.btn {
  display: inline-block;
}

.btn:after {
  clear: both;
}
```
Mixins versus Classes

Mixins make reusing styles in a stylesheet very easy. Any piece of style code that’s repeated is a good candidate for a mixin. For example, a group of properties that make sense to set together like border radius, background gradient, and so on, would be a good mixin.

Mixins are very similar to CSS classes. Both let you store chunks of style. The most important difference between these two is that classes are meant to be used in your HTML, whereas mixins are used to create reusable chunks to use within stylesheets.

Hence, the classes should have a meaningful name that properly identifies the element. Mixins names should be related to the functionality they provide.

Mixins with CSS Selectors

Mixins can contain CSS selectors in addition to properties. This is demonstrated in Listing 3-35.

Listing 3-35. CSS Selectors Within a Mixin

```css
@mixin importantInfo {
  font-weight: strong;
  li {
    margin: 0px 5px;
  }
}

.notification {
  border-radius: 35%;
  @include importantInfo;
}
```

This example creates a mixin named importantInfo, which contains its own style rule plus the CSS selector li with its own rule. This is included in the notification class. The result of this code is shown in Listing 3-36.

Listing 3-36. Output of Listing 3-35

```css
.notification {
  border-radius: 35%;
  font-weight: strong;
}

.notification li {
  margin: 0px 5px;
}
```

Arguments to Mixins

Mixins in Sass can accept arguments that are provided while calling that mixin. This helps the mixin provide different behaviors, depending on arguments provided and thus make it useful for a wide range of scenarios.

Arguments are passed as comma-separated lists of variables, inside parentheses, after the name of the mixin. This is demonstrated in Listing 3-37.
Listing 3-37. Passing Arguments in Mixins

```scss
@mixin fancyBorder($fbColor, $fbWidth) {
    border-color: $fbColor;
    border-width: $fbWidth;
    border-style: dashed;
}

.specialNote{
    @include fancyBorder(#000,2px)
}
```

This example includes the mixin named `fancyBorder`, which takes two arguments: `borderColor` and `borderWidth`. The output of this is shown in Listing 3-38.

Listing 3-38. Output of Listing 3-37

```scss
.specialNote {
    border-color: #000;
    border-width: 2px;
    border-style: dashed;
}
```

Mixins can also assume default values for their arguments. Thus, when you don’t pass any value to the mixin, it will assume the default values. This can be demonstrated by modifying the code in Listing 3-39.

Listing 3-39. Example Demonstrating Default Variables

```scss
@mixin fancyBorder($fbColor:#000, $fbWidth:2px) {
    Border-color: $fbColor;
    Border-width: $fbWidth;
    Border-style: dashed;
}

.specialNote{
    @include fancyBorder;
}
```

Mixins also allow you to pass keyword arguments. This makes mixins even more flexible by allowing arguments to be passed in any order. This is shown in Listing 3-40.

Listing 3-40. Keyword Argument Example

```scss
.specialNote{
    @include fancyBorder($borderColor:#00F, $borderWidth:1px)
}
```

You can make mixins even more flexible by allowing them to deal with an unknown number of variables. Sass supports variable arguments. These are declared at the end of parameters for mixins/functions that contain all additional arguments in the form of a list. These arguments look like normal arguments, but have additional ... at the end. Listing 3-41 shows a modified version of the previous code, and it passes a variable parameter named `fontProp` to set the font attribute.
Listing 3-41. Example of a Variable Argument

@ mixin fancyBorder($borderColor:#000, $borderWidth:2px,$fontProp…) {
    border: {
        color: $borderColor;
        width: $borderWidth;
        style: dashed;
    }
    font:$fontProp;
}

.specialNote{
    @include fancyBorder(#00F, 1px,1px arial,sans-serif)
}

Listing 3-42. Output of Listing 3-41

.specialNote {
    border-color: #00F;
    border-width: 1px;
    border-style: dashed;
    font: 1px arial, sans-serif;
}

Using Content Blocks in Mixins

You can also pass blocks of styles to the mixin, which can be placed in addition to the styles provided by mixins. These styles are added wherever the @content rule is declared. The modified version of the previous example would look as shown in Listing 3-43.

Listing 3-43. Example of Content Block

@ mixin fancyBorder($borderColor:#000, $borderWidth:2px,$fontProp…) {
    border: {
        color: $borderColor;
        width: $borderWidth;
        style: dashed;
    }
    font:$fontProp;
    @content;
}

.specialNote{
    @include fancyBorder(#00F, 1px,1px arial,sans-serif){
        line-height:0.8em;
    }
}
The output of this snippet is shown in Listing 3-44.

**Listing 3-44.** Output of Listing 3-43

```css
.specialNote {
  border-color: #00F;
  border-width: 1px;
  border-style: dashed;
  font: 1px arial, sans-serif;
  line-height: 0.8em;
}
```

**Function Directives**

Functions in Sass perform specified operations on the provided arguments. The syntax of these functions is similar to CSS functions like `rgb()`. Unlike CSS functions, Sass functions can have keyword arguments and return values useful for Sass operations.

Sass provides built-in functions that are designed to be widely useful in many different circumstances, like color manipulation, and so on. In addition to that, Sass allows users to define their own functions, similar to defining mixins.

Some of the built-in functions provided by Sass are categorized as follows:

- Numeric functions
- Color functions
- List functions

**Numeric Functions**

Sass provides a few functions for dealing with numeric values, especially for situations that come up frequently when writing stylesheets with Sass.

Some of these are discussed in the following sections.

**abs($number)**

This function will return an absolute value of the number, as shown in Listing 3-45.

**Listing 3-45.** Example Using abs

```scss
$fontsize: 1.1em;
.container{
  // Will use 1.1em
  font-size: abs($fontsize);
}
```
ceil($number)
This function will return a rounded-up value of a number, as shown in Listing 3-46.

Listing 3-46. Example Using ceil
```
$fontsize:1.1em;
.container{
  // Will use 2em
  font-size:ceil($fontsize);
}
```

floor($number)
This function will return a rounded-down value of a number, as shown in Listing 3-47.

Listing 3-47. Example Using floor
```
$fontsize:1.1em;
.container{
  // Will use 1em
  font-size:floor($fontsize);
}
```

percentage($number)
This function will convert the provided number into a percentage and return it. The number provided as the argument should be unitless, i.e., it should not possess a unit as a suffix. See Listing 3-48.

Listing 3-48. Example Using percentage
```
$fontsize:1.1;
.container{
  // Will use 110%
  font-size:percentage($fontsize);
}
```

round($number)
This function will return the nearest round value of the number provided, as shown in Listing 3-49.

Listing 3-49. Example Using round
```
$fontsize:1.1em;
.container{
  // Will use 1em
  font-size:round($fontsize);
}
```
Color Functions

Sass provided various functions for transforming the colors, such as \texttt{adjust\_color}, \texttt{complement}, \texttt{greyscale}, \texttt{invert}, etc.

Some of these are described in the following sections.

\texttt{adjust\_color($color,...)}

This function is used to assign individual properties of colors such as red, green, blue, etc. The properties are specified as keyword arguments and values are added or subtracted from the original value (see Listing 3-50). The following properties of the color can be transformed using this function:

- Red
- Green
- Blue
- Hue
- Lightness
- Alpha

\textit{Listing 3-50.} Example Showing \texttt{adjust\_color}

\begin{verbatim}
$fontcolor:#900;
.container{
    color:adjust_color($fontcolor,$red:-5);
}
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{complement($color)}

This function returns the complement of the color, as shown in Listing 3-51.

\textit{Listing 3-51.} Example Showing \texttt{complement}

\begin{verbatim}
$fontcolor:#FF0000;
.container{
    color:complement($fontcolor);
}
\end{verbatim}

The output of the previous code snippet is shown in Listing 3-52.

\textit{Listing 3-52.} Output of Listing 3-53.

\begin{verbatim}
.container {
    color: cyan;
}
\end{verbatim}
grayscale($color)

This function returns the grayscale version of a color. This is demonstrated in Listing 3-53.

Listing 3-53. Example of grayscale

```
$fontcolor:#FFCC00;
.container{
  color:grayscale($fontcolor);
}
```

List Functions

One of the most important functions among the list functions is `nth($list, $n)`. It's used to fetch a single item from the list. Unlike with JavaScript, Sass lists start counting from 1.

Thus, `nth(10px 20px 30px, 1)` will return `10px` as a result.

Another important function is `join`. `join($list1, $list2, [$separator])` is used to generate a new list by combining two lists. Each value in the list counts as a single item, and the function can also be used to make lists out of individual items. The optional `$separator` argument determines which type of list it should be; it can be a space or a comma. If it's left out, the `$list1` type is used.

Another simple yet important function is `length($list)`. It returns the number of items in `$list`. So `length(10 22 33)` is 3.

User-Defined Functions

The `@function` directive is used for defining your own function. This can be useful when you want to perform actions that are not natively supported. `@function` is similar to `@mixin`, except that `@function` returns a result.

The `@return` directive is an important component of `@function`, which has a behavior similar to `return` in JavaScript. It accepts Sass expressions, processes them, and returns the result. Additionally, it stops the function execution after `@return` is triggered.

Consider a simple example of building a function. This example writes a function that generates width per column based on the number of columns provided, as shown in Listing 3-54.

Listing 3-54. Example of a User-Defined Function

```
@function generateGrid($columns) {
  @return percentage(1/$columns);
}
.two-column{
  width:generateGrid(2);
}
```

Output of this code is shown in Listing 3-55.

Listing 3-55. Output of Listing 3-54

```
.twocolumn {
  width: 50%;
}
```
Output Style

By default, Sass outputs CSS in a nice structured format. But at the same time, it also provides options of various styles. Sass allows you to choose from four output styles that you can specify in the --style command-line parameter.

nested

This is the default style of Sass. It shows the CSS styles in normal format. Indentation is per the nesting in the original Sass document, as shown in Listing 3-56.

Listing 3-56. Example of Nested Styles

```css
#container {
  color: #000; }
#container p {
  padding: 10px; }
```

expanded

When this style is selected, the output derived is exactly as it would be if the CSS were handwritten. There won’t be any indentation for rules as would be with nested style of output, as shown in Listing 3-57.

Listing 3-57. Example of Expanded Styles

```css
#container {
  color: #000;
}

#container p {
  padding: 10px;
}
```

compact

Compact output consumes less space than the previous two styles. It puts all the properties on one single line, with one rule per line, as shown in Listing 3-58.

Listing 3-58. Example of Compact Styles

```css
#container {color: #000;}
#container p {padding: 10px;}
```
compressed

The compressed style takes minimum amount of space altogether. It eliminates all white space, as shown in Listing 3-59.

Listing 3-59. Example of Compressed Styles

```
#container {color: #000;}#container p {padding: 10px;}
```

Building Your Own Grid System

In this section, you will build our own grid system that can be used to build responsive web sites. This will help you understand how grid systems work and additionally help you create custom grid systems whenever you need them. A grid system allows content to be arranged vertically and horizontally in a consistent and flexible pattern.

Grid systems are made of two components: rows and columns. Rows are containers that store the columns. Columns determine final structure and arrangement of content.

To start building your own grid, let’s first set some required classes and variables. This is shown in Listing 3-60.

Listing 3-60. Setting Initial Classes and Variables

```
// Building custom grid system
$column-spacing:2%;
.col{
  float:left;
  margin-right:$column-spacing;
}
```

This code sets space between the two columns as 2% and defines a col class, which will be used in addition to the column-specific classes. Next, you will create column classes for a variable number of columns. The example supports a maximum of 12 columns, as shown in Listing 3-61.

Listing 3-61. Calculating Various Column Classes

```
// Building custom grid system
$column-spacing:2%;
.col{
  float:left;
  margin-right:$column-spacing;
}

.col-1  { width:percentage(1 / 12) - $column-spacing; }
.col-2  { width:percentage(1 / 6) - $column-spacing; }
.col-3  { width:percentage(1 / 4) - $column-spacing; }
.col-4  { width:percentage(1 / 3) - $column-spacing; }
.col-5  { width:percentage(1 / 2.4) - $column-spacing; }
.col-6  { width:percentage(1 / 2) - $column-spacing; }
.col-7  { width:percentage(1 / 1.714285714285714) - $column-spacing; }
.col-8  { width:percentage(1 / 1.5) - $column-spacing; }
```
This code generates the output in percentages. You can initially assume that there is only one single column, which is equivalent to 12 cols. So when you want to calculate one single column (col-1), the calculation for this would be:

\[
\text{percentage}(1/(\text{total number of cols}[12]/\text{desired number of columns}[1]) - \text{column spacing});
\]

You need to subtract the column spacing, as \text{margin-right} specified in the .col class. In order to calculate the column width for various column configurations, you need to change the value of desired number of columns. The output of this code is shown in Listing 3-62.

**Listing 3-62.** Output of Listing 3-61

```css
.col {  
  float: left;
  margin-right: 2%;
}

.col-1 {  
  width: 6.33333%;
}

.col-2 {  
  width: 14.66667%;
}

.col-3 {  
  width: 23%;
}

.col-4 {  
  width: 31.33333%;
}

.col-5 {  
  width: 39.66667%;
}

.col-6 {  
  width: 48%;
}

.col-7 {  
  width: 56.33333%;
}

.col-8 {  
  width: 64.66667%;
}
```
Now for the final part of this example, you will add styles for the `.row` class, which will act like a container for all the columns. After adding the styles, the final code should look like Listing 3-63.

**Listing 3-63.** Adding Styles for row

```scss
// Building custom grid system
$column-spacing:2%;
.row{
  margin-top:$column-spacing;
  &:after{
    clear:both;
  }
}
.col{
  float:left;
  margin-right:$column-spacing;
}
.col-1  { width:percentage(1 / 12) - $column-spacing; }
.col-2  { width:percentage(1 / 6) - $column-spacing; }
.col-3  { width:percentage(1 / 4) - $column-spacing; }
.col-4  { width:percentage(1 / 3) - $column-spacing; }
.col-5  { width:percentage(1 / 2.4) - $column-spacing; }
.col-6  { width:percentage(1 / 2) - $column-spacing; }
.col-7  { width:percentage(1 / 1.714285714285714) - $column-spacing; }
.col-8  { width:percentage(1 / 1.5) - $column-spacing; }
.col-9  { width:percentage(1 / 1.333333333333333) - $column-spacing; }
.col-10 { width:percentage(1 / 1.2) - $column-spacing; }
.col-11 { width:percentage(1 / 1.090909090909091) - $column-spacing; }
.col-12 { width:percentage(1); }
```

The output of this code will look as shown in Listing 3-64.
Listing 3-64. Output of Listing 3-63

```
.row {
    margin-top: 2%;
}

.row:after {
    clear: both;
}

.col {
    float: left;
    margin-right: 2%;
}

.col-1 {
    width: 6.33333%;
}

.col-2 {
    width: 14.66667%;
}

.col-3 {
    width: 23%;
}

.col-4 {
    width: 31.33333%;
}

.col-5 {
    width: 39.66667%;
}

.col-6 {
    width: 48%;
}

.col-7 {
    width: 56.33333%;
}

.col-8 {
    width: 64.66667%;
}

.col-9 {
    width: 73%;
}
```
Now you can use this generated grid system with the HTML markup by using its classes, as shown in Listing 3-65 and Figure 3-2.

Listing 3-65. Using the Generated Responsive Grid in the HTML (Example)

```html
<div class="row">
  <div class="col col-8">
    Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind texts. Separated they live in Bookmarks Grove right at the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean. A small river named Duden flows by their place and supplies it with the necessary regelialia.
  </div>
  <div class="col col-4">
    This is a sidebar area
  </div>
</div>
```

Figure 3-2. Output of Listing 3-65

Summary

This chapter explained the advanced topics of Sass, such as including other Sass files using import and using directives, using @media, extending using @extend, using mixins, and some of the commonly used functions provided by Sass and defining a functions using @function.

In addition to these topics, you also learned how to build your own grid system.

In next chapter, you will look into another framework like Sass, which provides similar features and is equally well known.
In the previous chapter, you looked into various things you can do with Sass, including various techniques like mixins. In this chapter, you will look into another preprocessor framework that’s equally famous, named Less.

This chapter explores the following aspects of Less:

- Client and server-side variation of less
- Language features
- Nested rules
- Import directives
- Mixin guards
-Referencing the parent selector
- Using & with guards
- Detached rules
- Merging properties
- Looping mixins
- Functions

**Introduction to Less**

Less is a preprocessor language that gets compiled into CSS. It was created by Alexis Sellier. Less is along the lines of “SCSS” syntax of Sass, which in turn is like CSS syntax. Less is open source. Less was first written in Ruby; however, in the later versions, it was rewritten in JavaScript. Note that valid CSS is valid Less code. Less provides the following features similar to Sass that you saw in previous chapter like variables, nesting, operators, mixins, and functions; however what makes Less different from other CSS precompilers is its ability to compile in real-time via `less.js` in the browser.

There are two variants of Less, unlike Sass. Less has a client-side variant, which compiles Less code in browsers and a server-side variant that compiles the file server side and then provides it to the browser. Developer can use the client-side variant for developing and testing code. The server-side variant can be used to compile the code, minify it, and then make it production-ready.

A point to keep in mind is that the client-side variant does not generate output. It compiles the code on each browser reload.
Client-Side Variation of Less

To use the client-side variant of Less, you need to download the client-side compiler named less.js, which is available at http://lesscss.org/#download-options. Once it’s downloaded, copy it into your working directory. Now let’s try some Less code with this Less compiler.

**Listing 4-1.** An HTML Markup for the Example

```html
<html>
  <head>
    <title>Listing 4-1</title>
    <link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet/less" href="styles1.1.less" />
    <script src="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/less.js/2.2.0/less.min.js"></script>
  </head>
  <body>
    <p class="impElement">This is my first Less code</p>
  </body>
</html>
```

**Listing 4-2.** Less Code in styles1.1.less

```css
.impElement{
  background:#666;
  padding:10px;
  border-radius:10px;
}
```

When you run this page, the output will look as shown in Figure 4-1.

---

**Note** In the example provided in Listing 4-1, we have linked less.js through a content delivery network (CDN). To run this code, you need a web server, otherwise less.js will not load. In case you want to run this example without running a web server, download and link less.js locally.

---

Server-Side Variant

The client-side variant is good for development and debugging. However, when you’re deploying to production, it is advisable to use the server-side variant—i.e., compile the Less code into a browser friendly CSS. To do so, you need to install the lessc compiler. This can be installed using node package manager. If you don’t have node installed, you need to install it first. The procedure for installing Node.js has been well explained here: [http://howtonode.org/how-to-install-nodejs](http://howtonode.org/how-to-install-nodejs).

Once you’re done installing Node.js, you are ready to start installing the lessc compiler. Run the command in Listing 4-3 in the terminal.
Listing 4-3. Command for Installing the lessc Compiler

```
npm install -g less
```

You can test if lessc is installed by running the command shown in Listing 4-4.

Listing 4-4. Command to Check if the lessc Command Is Available

```
lessc -v
```

This command will output the version of lessc installed. Now that the lessc compiler has been installed, let’s take a look at the procedure for compiling the Less files.

Compiling a Less File

You can compile a Less file using the command shown in Listing 4-5.

Listing 4-5. Command for Invoking the lessc Compiler

```
lessc style.less
```

This command will provide you with output within the terminal itself. If you wish to save the output in a .css file, you need to modify the command by adding a second parameter separated by a space, as shown in Listing 4-6.

Listing 4-6. Command for Invoking the lessc Compiler and Saving Output in Another File

```
lessc style.less style.css
```

The lessc compiler can be invoked with various options. Listings 4-7 through 4-9 show some supported options.

Listing 4-7. The -h Option for Help on the lessc Compiler

```
lessc -h
```

Listing 4-8. The --include for Including Paths Where Less Will Find Imports

```
lessc -include-path=framework/;lib/
```

Available paths for import can be specified in a list separated by : or ;.

Listing 4-9. Linting Less Code with the lessc Compiler by Using -l

```
lessc -l style.less
```

In addition to these, there are many other options available to apply while invoking lessc compilers. They can be found in the Less documentation here: [http://lesscss.org/usage/index.html#command-line-usage-command-line-usage](http://lesscss.org/usage/index.html#command-line-usage-command-line-usage).

In the next section, you will look at features that this language provides.
Language Features

This section covers all the features provided by Less. Many of the features are similar to what you learned in previous chapters; hence, they should be easy to understand.

Variables

Variables in Less are used to store values that would make them available to be used across the code. With variables, you can control the reusable values from single location. In Less, you create variables using the @ symbol. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-10.

Listing 4-10. Example of Declaring and Using Variables in Less

```less
@fontColor:#666;
body{
    color:@fontColor;
}
```

Listing 4-11. The Output of Listing 4-10

```less
body {
    color: #666;
}
```

Variables are used for more than just assigning values. They can be used in places like selectors, property names, etc. This can be done using interpolation, as shown in Listing 4-12.

Listing 4-12. Example Demonstrating Interpolation

```less
@parent: container;
.{@parent} {
    width:100%;
}
```

Listing 4-13. Output of Listing 4-13

```less
.container {
    width: 100%;
}
```

Listings 4-14 through 4-18 show some valid examples of variable declarations.

Listing 4-14. Valid Example of Variable Declarations

```less
@color: red;
@list: a b c d;
@csv-list: a, b, c, d;
```

Even though variables are similar to constants, their values are changeable. It works on a simple principle that the last declaration wins.
In Less, variables follow the lazy loading pattern, as shown in Listing 4-15. Lazy load technically means that an object can be initialized when it is needed. This is opposite of eager loading, whereby you need to initialize before you use them.

**Listing 4-15.** Example Demonstrating Lazy Load in Variables

```
.container {
    font-size: @size;
}
@size: 12px;
```

**Listing 4-16.** Output of Listing 4-15

```
.container {
    font-size: 12px;
}
```

With release of Less version 1.7, it is possible store groups of properties in a variable. The code should be placed between brackets just like with a mixin. This can be called ruleset, as shown in Listing 4-17.

**Listing 4-17.** Example Demonstrating Storing and Using Rulesets

```
@disclaimer-ruleset: { color: #CCC; font-size: 10px; };
.disclaimer {
    @disclaimer-ruleset();
}
```

In Listing 4-17, we stored a ruleset in a variable and used it inside the disclaimer class. Listing 4-18 shows the render final output.

**Listing 4-18.** Output of Listing 4-17

```
.disclaimer {
    color: #CCC;
    font-size: 10px;
}
```

**Comments**

Comments help document your code and make it easier to read and understand. You don’t need to cut down on the number of comments to keep the file size smaller. When the file is compiled and the final CSS code is generated, comments are removed.

Adding comments in Less is done same way as in CSS. Comments are written between /* */. You can also write single-line comments by prefixing them with //.

There is a way by which you can notify the compiler that a specific comment is important and it should be allowed in the final compiled version, as shown in Listing 4-19.

**Listing 4-19.** Telling a Compiler That a Comment Is Important

```
/*! This needs to come in final output */
```
Mixins

Mixins are reusable blocks of code that can be used across entire code. Mixins can contain full CSS rules. Mixins can be parameterized; i.e., they can accept arguments, which makes them flexible. Mixins are defined in Less as shown in Listing 4-20.

Listing 4-20. Example of Mixins in Less

```
.notification(@value:5px) {
  border-radius: @value;
  padding: @value;
}
.errorLooks{
  .notification;
}
.successLooks{
  .notification(10px);
}
```

In Less, mixins are declared like any class definition. When including a mixin in another rule, you just write the mixin name preceded by a period with the optional parameters within parentheses. Mixins allow you to embed all the properties of one class into another class by simply including the mixin name as one of its properties.

Listing 4-21. Output of Listing 4-20

```
.errorLooks {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
.successLooks {
  border-radius: 10px;
  padding: 10px;
}
```

As you see, the notification extend class has not been rendered in the final output.

In addition to this, you can mix in a class or an ID selector, which is demonstrated in Listing 4-22.

Listing 4-22. Mixing in an ID and Class Together

```
.notification,#notification {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
.errorLooks{
  .notification;
}
.successLooks{
  #notification;
}
```
Listing 4-23. Output of Listing 4-22

```
.notification, 
#notification {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
.errorLooks {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
.successLooks {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}

If you want to create a mixin, but not output it in the rendered .css file, simply append parentheses to it. You can also include selectors in addition to style rules in your mixin definition. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-24.

Listing 4-24. Example Demonstrating How to Include Selectors Inside a Mixin Definition

```
.notification() { 
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
  &:hover{
    border:2px solid #fff;
  }
}
.errorLooks{
  .notification;
}
.successLooks{
  .notification;
}

Listing 4-25. Output of Listing 4-24

```
.errorLooks {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
.errorLooks:hover {
  border: 2px solid #fff;
}
.successLooks {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
.successLooks:hover {
  border: 2px solid #fff;
}
It is not necessary to always include the entire mixin. You can also include specific parts of it as well, for example, the selector inside of it. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-26.

**Listing 4-26.** Using a Selector Inside a Mixin Inside Another Selector

```css
.notification() {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
  .inner{
    border:2px solid #fff;
  }
}
.errorLooks{
  .notification;
}
.successLooks{
  .notification .inner;
}
```

**Listing 4-27.** Output of Listing 4-26

```css
.errorLooks {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
}
.errorLooks .inner {
  border: 2px solid #fff;
}
.successLooks {
  border: 2px solid #fff;
}
```

If you observe in Listing 4-27, `.successLooks` has only taken the style of the inner styles within the mixin. When you append `!important` after mixin, all properties are included with `important`, as demonstrated in Listing 4-28.

**Listing 4-28.** Implementation of `!important` with Mixin

```css
.notification() {
  border-radius: 5px;
  padding: 5px;
  .inner{
    border:2px solid #fff;
  }
}
.errorLooks{
  .notification;
}
.successLooks{
  .notification .inner !important;
}
```
Listing 4-29. Output of Listing 4-28

```css
.errorLooks {
    border-radius: 5px;
    padding: 5px;
}
.errorLooks .inner {
    border: 2px solid #fff;
}
.successLooks {
    border: 2px solid #fff !important;
}
```

Mixins are like functions in any functional programming language. Thus, like any functional language, they can accept parameters. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-30, where we have created a parameterized mixin for a border radius that accepts a parameter for a radius.

Listing 4-30. Example Demonstrating Parameterized Mixins

```css
.roundedEdges (@radius){
    -webkit-border-radius:@radius;
    -moz-border-radius:@radius;
    -o-border-radius:@radius;
    border-radius:@radius
}

.info {
    font-weight:bold;
    .roundedEdges(50px)
}
```

Listing 4-31. Output of Listing 4-30

```css
.info {
    font-weight: bold;
    -webkit-border-radius: 50px;
    -moz-border-radius: 50px;
    -o-border-radius: 50px;
    border-radius: 10px;
}
```

The parameters in mixins can have a default value, which can be used when no parameters are passed when the mixin is invoked. Thus, you can modify the previous example by adding a default value to the parameter radius. This would look like Listing 4-32.

Listing 4-32. Example Demonstrating Default Values for Parameters of a Mixin

```css
.roundedEdges (@radius:5px){
    -webkit-border-radius:@radius;
    -moz-border-radius:@radius;
    -o-border-radius:@radius;
    border-radius:@radius
}
```
Mixins can accept multiple parameters in the form of values separated by semicolons, similar to other programming languages. In Less, a semicolon is used, as the comma has an ambiguous behavior. Commas are used to separate parameters and list items.

Mixins in Less also support overloading. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-34.

Listing 4-34. Example Showing Mixin Overloading

```less
.specialArea(@color; @width) {
  border: 2px dashed @color;
  width: @width;
  color: @color;
}
.specialArea(@color;) {
  color: @color;
}
.fullEmphasis{
  background-color: #BBB;
  .specialArea(#FFF);
}
.sideEmphasis{
  background-color: #BBB;
  .specialArea(#FFF,200px)
}
```

Listing 4-33. Output of Listing 4-32

```
.info {
    font-weight: bold;
    .roundedEdges(50px);
}

.note {
    font-style: italic;
    .roundedEdges();
}
```

Mixins can accept multiple parameters in the form of values separated by semicolons, similar to other programming languages. In Less, a semicolon is used, as the comma has an ambiguous behavior. Commas are used to separate parameters and list items.

Mixins in Less also support overloading. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-34.
In Listing 4-34, there are two variants of specialArea. One accepts a single parameter—color—and another that accepts two parameters. The output of this code is shown in Listing 4-35.

**Listing 4-35.** Output of Listing 4-34

```css
.fullEmphasis {
  background-color: #BBB;
  color: #FFF;
}
.sideEmphasis {
  background-color: #BBB;
  border: 2px dashed #ffffff;
  width: 200px;
  color: #FFF;
}
```

Less has two special variables called @arguments and @rest.

**@arguments**

The @arguments variable contains a list of all the arguments passed and existing inside mixins. In Less, lists are values separated by spaces, so you can use @arguments for properties that are separated by spaces like border styles, margins, etc. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-36.

**Listing 4-36.** Example Demonstrating the Use of @arguments

```css
.borderAroundElement(@width:1px; @style:solid; @color: #000){
  border: @arguments;
}
.subsection{
  .borderAroundElement();
}
.impInlineContent{
  .borderAroundElement(2px;dashed;#f00);
}
```

This example provides values for border parameters and then, using @arguments, assigns the values to the border attribute. The output of this listing is shown in Listing 4-37.

**Listing 4-37.** Output of Listing 4-36

```css
.subsection {
  border: 1px solid #000;
}
.impInlineContent {
  border: 2px dashed #f00;
}
```
@rest

@rest gives you flexibility to call mixins with an indefinite number of arguments. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-38.

Listing 4-38. Example Demonstrating the Use of @rest

```less
.borderAroundElement(@width:10px; @rest...){
    width: @width;
    border:@rest;
}

.subsection{
    .borderAroundElement(100px;1px solid #666);
}
```

As you see in the previous example, @rest comes in handy when you are passing a list of properties to be assigned.

Returning a Value

Mixins don’t return a value like they do in other programming languages. However, you can mimic this behavior using their scope. If a variable is not defined in the caller’s scope, it will be copied to the scope of the caller. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-39.

Listing 4-39. Example Demonstrating Returning a Value

```less
.setPaddingMarginMixin(){
    @padding: 15px;
    @margin: 30px;
}

.modifiedPMMixin(){
    @margin: 25px;
    padding: @padding;
    margin: @margin;
    .setPaddingMarginMixin();
}

.container{
    .modifiedPMMixin();
}
```

In this code, the value of @padding is returned and then added to the scope of modifiedPMMixin. The output of this code is shown in Listing 4-40.

Listing 4-40. Output of Listing 4-39

```less
.container {
    padding: 15px;
    margin: 25px;
}
```
Nested Rules

CSS doesn’t reflect this relationship between elements. With Less, your code reflects the relationship between elements and can be written as shown in Listing 4-41.

**Listing 4-41.** Example of Reflecting the Relationship Between Elements Using Less

```css
#sidebar{
    .heading{
        font-weight: bold;
        color: #BBB;
    }
    ul{
        list-style: none;
        li{
            a{
                color: #006;
            }
        }
    }
}
```

**Listing 4-42.** Output of Listing 4-41

```css
#sidebar .heading {
    font-weight: bold;
    color: #BBB;
}
#sidebar ul {
    list-style: none;
}
#sidebar ul li a {
    color: #006;
}
```

This pattern provided by Less is beneficial in the following manner:

- It reduces the code redundancy. You won’t be writing same selectors repeatedly for multiple child elements.
- It makes the code readable and maintainable.

Although nesting is a useful feature, it should be used carefully. Nesting causes tight binding between your DOM and CSS code, and thus limits the possibility of overriding rules due to specificity.
Import Directives

Less provides an import directive to import styles from other locations. You can place @import statements anywhere in the code, unlike with CSS, where they need to be at the start of the file.

The behavior of the @import statement may vary depending on the file extension of the imported file.

- If the imported file ends with .css, it will be treated like a normal CSS import and the statement will be left untouched.
- For any other extension, it will be treated like a Less file and will be imported. If the .less extension is not present, it will be appended and the file content will be imported.

Listing 4-43. Example Demonstrating Various Importing Methods

```less
@import "filetoimport";
@import "filetoimport.less";
@import "filetoimport.php";
@import "filetoimport.css";
```

In this example, first three methods will treat the file as a Less file and import its content. However the last method will be considered a normal CSS import, since the file name ends with .css”.

There are several options that you can include with your imports:

- reference: This will use a Less file but do not output it
- inline: This will include the content of imported file in the output but will not process it
- less: This will treat the file as a Less file, no matter what the file extension
- css: This will treat the file as a CSS file, regardless of file extension
- once: This will include the file only one time (this is the default behavior)
- multiple: This will include the file multiple times
- optional: This will continue compiling when the file is not found

Mixin Guards

Guards are useful when expressions are to be applied on the basis of conditions. They are also known as conditional mixins.

Less implements conditional execution using guarded mixins instead of if/else statements, as shown in Listing 4-44.

Listing 4-44. Example Demonstrating Mixin Guards

```less
.switchContrast (@color) when (lightness(@color) >= 60%) {
  background-color: #000;
}
.switchContrast (@color) when (lightness(@color) < 60%) {
  background-color: #FFF;
}
```
Listing 4-44 demonstrates implementing a mixin guard, where the input color lightness is checked and, based on its value, the contrast combination is decided.

Listing 4-45. Output of Listing 4-46

```html
.container {
  background-color: #FFF;
  color: #666666;
}
```

Guard supports the following comparison operators: >, <, >=, <=, and =. Listing 4-46 demonstrates one such scenario.

Listing 4-46. Example Demonstrating Use of Comparison Operator in Mixin Guard

```less
@mediaType: mobile;
.setScreen (@width) when (@mediaType = mobile) {}
.setScreen (@width) when (@mediaType = desktop) {}
```

Guard also supports logical operators such as and, or, and not. You can use the and keyword to combine guards, as shown in Listing 4-47.

Listing 4-47. Example Demonstrating the and Operator

```less
@mediaType: mobile;
@orientation: landscape;
@width: 960px;
.setScreen (@width) when (@mediaType = mobile) and (@orientation="landscape") {}
```

You can use or operators by separating guards with commas, as shown in Listing 4-48.

Listing 4-48. Example Demonstrating the or Operator

```less
.setScreen (@width) when (@mediaType = desktop),(@width >= 960) {}
```

You can also use the not operator to negate, as demonstrated in Listing 4-49.

Listing 4-49. Example Demonstrating the not Operator

```less
.setScreen (@width) when not (@width >= 960) {}
```

For matching mixins based on value type, you can use the is function. See Listing 4-50.

Listing 4-50. Example Demonstrating isnumber

```less
.setVal (@val1; @val2: 0) when (isnumber(@val2)) { ... }
```
The type-checking functions available in Less are as follows:

- iscolor
- iskeyword
- isnumber
- isstring
- isurl

The default function, explained later, may be used to do a mixin match depending on other mixins.

**Listing 4-51.** Example Demonstrating “Conditional Mixins”

```
.setVal (@a) when (@a > 0) { ... }
.setVal (@a) when (additionalCheck()) { ... }
```

### Referencing the Parent Selector

Less uses the & symbol to reference the parent of the current selector. The & symbol reverses the nesting order and can extend or merge classes, as shown in Listing 4-52.

**Listing 4-52.** Example Demonstrating the Parent Selector

```
.button
{
  background:#F00;
  &:hover{
    background: #500;
  }
}
```

**Listing 4-53.** Output of Listing 4-52

```
.button {
  background: #F00;
}
.button:hover {
  background: #500;
}
```

The & symbol is mainly used to add pseudo-classes to a class. This is demonstrated with a simple example in the previous listing, by adding a :hover pseudo-class.

Yet another common scenario where you can use a parent selector is for building a clear fix. This can be done by using the parent selector with :after. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-54.

**Listing 4-54.** Use of the Parent Selector to Build a Clear Fix

```
.clearfix() {
  &:after {
    clear: both;
  }
}
```
Less provides pseudo-classes in addition to the ones provided by CSS, namely the extend pseudo-class, which has syntax similar to CSS pseudo-class. The extend pseudo-class helps extend the selector, as shown in Listing 4-56.

**Listing 4-56.** Example Demonstrating the extend Pseudo-Class

```
.primary{
  color: #00F;
  &:hover {
    color: #006;
  }
}
.secondary:extend(.primary){
}
```

Listing 4-56 extends the primary class by using the extend pseudo-selector provided by Less. The output of this code is shown in Listing 4-57.

**Listing 4-57.** Output of Listing 4-58

```
.primary, .secondary {
  color: #00F;
}
.primary:hover {
  color: #006;
}
```

### Using & with Guards

Guards can be used along with the & symbol to make a conditional statement.

This is demonstrated in Listing 4-58, where the parent selector is used with a guard to determine which color to use as per the color level passed in as parameter.

**Listing 4-58.** Example of a Guard with the Parent Selector

```
colorGenerator(@level) {
  &:when(@level>5) {
    color: #600;
  }
}
```
& when (@level<=5){
    color: #060;
}
}
p.lead {
    .colorGenerator(6);
}
p.secondLead {
    .colorGenerator(1);
}

Listing 4-59. Output of Listing 4-58

p.lead {
    color: #600;
}
p.secondLead {
    color: #060;
}

Detached Rules and Mixins

Detached rulesets are sets of rules, containing valid Less or CSS code, and stored in a variable. In Less, these detached rulesets can be passed as arguments to a mixin, as shown in Listing 4-60.

Listing 4-60. Example of a Detached Rule

@errorStyleSettings: { color: #A00; border: 1px solid #A00 }

Detached rules can be called by adding parentheses at the end. When using parentheses, content within the detached ruleset gets copied inside the CSS ruleset. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-61.

Listing 4-61. Adding a Detached Ruleset Within Another Style Declaration

@errorStyleSettings: { color: #A00; border: 1px solid #A00; }
.errorDialog{
    @errorStyleSettings();
}

Detached rules within mixins can prevent code redundancy. This is most applicable when you need different style rules within different media queries or classes nested within media queries.

Operations on Numbers and Colors

Less provides support for the arithmetic operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. There is also a provision for placing operations within parentheses to change the order of execution. These operations can be applied on variables, values, and numbers.
Listing 4-62. Example Demonstrating Arithematic Operations

```less
.aside{
    width:percentage(1 - (0.4+0.2))
}
```

Listing 4-63. Output of Listing 4-64

```less
.aside {
    width: 40%;
}
```

Less also supports color manipulation. These manipulations can be done to values and colors with different units. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-64, where we take an input color and reduce its value by 10%.

Listing 4-64. Example Demonstrating Color Manipulation in Less

```less
@color: yellow;
.lighten(@color){
    color : @color - 10%;
}
.contrastContainer{
    .lighten(@color)
}
```

Listing 4-65. Output of Listing 4-64

```less
.contrastContainer {
    color: #f5f500;
}
```

Merging Properties

Property merging comes handy with properties that accept comma-separated or space-separated values. Some examples are: borders, backgrounds, transitions, and font-family properties. Properties can be merged by adding a + flag for comma-separated lists or a +_ flag for space-separated lists, placed after the property names to be merged.

Listing 4-66 shows an example of merging comma-separated values. It merges the value of the font property. There are two mixins—fontSettings and fallbackFonts—and the value of fallbackFonts is merged into fontSettings.

Note that if you miss out +: and write it as : instead, content from fallbackFonts will be added on a new line and will override font settings provided by fontSettings.

Listing 4-66. Example Demonstrating Merging Comma-Separated Values

```less
.fallbackFonts(){
    font-family+: Helvetica,sans-serif;
}
.fontSettings(){
    font-family+: Calibri;
    .fallbackFonts;
}
```
Listing 4-67. Output of Listing 4-66

body {
  .fontSettings;
}

Looping Mixins

It is possible to have mixins execute recursively. This can be achieved by combining them with mixin guards or patterns.

This is demonstrated in Listing 4-68, which generates 12 column grid using mixin guards and looping.

Listing 4-68. Example Demonstrating Recursive Behavior of Mixins

generateGridLayout(12);
generateGridLayout(@n, @i: 1) when (@i <= @n) {
  .col-@{i} {
    width: (@i * 100% / @n);
  }
  generateGridLayout(@n, (@i + 1));
}

Listing 4-69. Output of Listing 4-68

.col-1 {
  width: 8.33333333%;
}
.col-2 {
  width: 16.66666667%;
}
.col-3 {
  width: 25%;
}
.col-4 {
  width: 33.33333333%;
}
.col-5 {
  width: 41.66666667%;
}
.col-6 {
  width: 50%;
}
.col-7 {
  width: 58.33333333%;
}
.col-8 {
  width: 66.66666667%;
}
Functions

Less provides many in-built functions. With these in-built functions, you can manipulate the values as needed. These can be used within guard expressions. The complete list of functions is at http://lesscss.org/functions/.

We won’t be covering all the functions available, but rather cover the functions from different categories. Functions can be categorized on the basis of their input and output. There are mainly the following types of functions:

- Mathematical functions
- Color functions
- List functions
- String functions
- Type functions

The Less functions support native JavaScript functions, since Less is written in JavaScript. Presently, it is possible to evaluate JavaScript expressions inside the Less code; however, this might be removed in future versions.

List Functions

Functions in this category can be used to iterate a CSV list. This category contains two main functions—extract() and length(). extract() as the name suggests is used to get the values from CSV and length() is used to check their length.

The extract function is demonstrated in Listing 4-70, which generates classes for social icons using the extract() function.

Listing 4-70. Example Demonstrating the Use of List Functions

@socials: "twitter","facebook","gplus";
.generateSocialIcons(i) when (@i > 0) {
  .generateSocialIcons((@i - 1));
  @socialName: e(extract(@socials, @i));
  li.@{socialName}{

This example extracts the values from the list named @socials and uses that value to generate specific social classes. The output is shown in Listing 4-71.

Listing 4-71. Output of Listing 4-70

```css
li.twitter {
  width: 16px;
  height: 16px;
  background-image: url("twitter.png");
}
li.facebook {
  width: 16px;
  height: 16px;
  background-image: url("facebook.png");
}
li.gplus {
  width: 16px;
  height: 16px;
  background-image: url("gplus.png");
}
```

Color Functions

The color functions provided by Less deal with various kind of operations like color definition, operations, blending, and channel manipulation.

Colors were declared in RGB format in CSS2. An RGB is made of three channels: red, green, and blue. With the arrival of CSS3, there have been new color definitions, such as HSL and HSV, which are similar to RGB values. Less provides supports for various color definition methods and channel manipulation methods. These color declaration methods are demonstrated in Listing 4-72.

Listing 4-72. Example Demonstrating Various Color Declaration Techniques

```css
.colorDefinition {
  color: rgb(255,133,75);
  color: rgba(255,133,75,.4);
  color: hsl(76, 80%, 20%);
  color: red;
}
```

In addition to color declaration functions, Less provides two more methods—darken() and lighten()—that can be used to compute a dark or light variant of the input color and intensity provided. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-73.
Listing 4-73. Example Demonstrating the lighten and darken Functions

```
@primaryColor: #00A;
@secondaryColor: #0A0;

.heading{
  color: lighten(@primaryColor,20%);
}
.impNotice{
  color: darken(@primaryColor,35%);
}
.successfulEvent{
  color: lighten(@secondaryColor,10%);
}
```

Listing 4-74. Output of Listing 4-73

```
.heading {
  color: #1111ff;
}
.impNotice {
  color: #000000;
}
.successfulEvent {
  color: #00dd00;
}
```

Having high contrast in your design is an important factor. High contrast not only impacts the usability of design for visually impaired people, but also benefits people with normal vision. However, calculating the correct contrast value is not easy. Less provides the `contrast()` function, which computes a color that is easily be seen.

The `contrast()` function can take up to four parameters, from which only the first parameter is required.

- You define the color whose contrast is required as the first parameter.
- The second and third parameters define the dark and light color.
- The last parameter that can be inputted is threshold. The default value of threshold is 43%.

Colors above the threshold value are treated as light, and `contrast()` returns the dark color defined in the second parameter.

Some other functions provided include:

- `saturate()`
- `desaturate()`
- `fadein()`
- `fadeout()`
- `fade()`
- `spin()`
- `mix()`
- `grayscale()`
You can generate a new color by applying color-blending functions that perform basic operations like subtraction on the two colors provided as input.

Some of the color blending functions are:

- `multiply()`
- `screen()`
- `average()`
- `overlay()`
- `hardlight()`
- `softlight()`
- `difference()`
- `exclusion()`
- `negation()`

Let’s look at some of these blending functions.

- `multiply()` performs multiplication between two colors.
- `screen()` results in the brightest color among the input color.
- `overlay()` is the `screen()` and `multiply()` functions combined, where the lightness or darkness of the resultant colors depends on the value of first input color.
- `softlight()` is similar to `overlay()`, but it avoids the pure blacks or pure whites in its results.
- `hardlight()` is exactly the opposite of `overlay()`, whereby resultant colors lightness or darkness is determined by the value of second input color.
- `difference()` subtracts the second color from first color on a per channel basis. If a negative value is encountered for any specific channel, it will be inverted.
- `average()` computes the average of two numbers on a per channel basis.

All these functions have been demonstrated in Listing 4-75.

**Listing 4-75.** Example Demonstrating the Various Color Blending Functions

```html
@primaryColor: #00A;
@secondaryColor: #0A0;
@tertiaryColor: #AAA;

.heading{
  color:multiply(@primaryColor,@tertiaryColor);
  color:screen(@primaryColor,@secondaryColor);
  color:overlay(@primaryColor,@tertiaryColor);
  color:softlight(@secondaryColor,@tertiaryColor);
  color:hardlight(@primaryColor,@tertiaryColor);
  color:difference(@primaryColor,@secondaryColor);
  color:average(@primaryColor,@secondaryColor);
}
```
Listing 4-76. Output of Listing 4-75

```css
.heading {
  color: #000071;
  color: #0000c6;
  color: #00b700;
  color: #5555c6;
  color: #00aaaa;
  color: #005555;
}
```

Type Functions

Less provides type functions to verify the type of the input value. These functions return true if the type of input matches the function’s test.

Here are the following type functions:

- isnumber()
- isstring(),
- iscolor()
- iskeyword()
- isurl()
- ispixel()
- isem()
- ispercentage()
- isunit()

`isnumber()` returns true if the inputted value is a number; otherwise, it returns false.

Listing 4-77. Example Values That Return True or False for isnumber

```javascript
isnumber(#fff);       // false
isnumber("NormalText"); // false
isnumber(1234);       // true
isnumber(56px);       // true
```

`isstring()` returns true if the inputted value is a string; otherwise, it returns false.

Listing 4-78. Example Values That Return True or False for isstring

```javascript
isstring(red);        // false
isstring("NormalText"); // true
```

`iscolor()` returns true if the inputted value is a color; otherwise it returns false.
Listing 4-79. Example Values That Return True or False for iscolor

iscolor(#fff);     // true
iscolor("NormalText"); // false

isurl() returns true if the inputted value is an URL; otherwise, it returns false.

Listing 4-80. Example Values That Return True or False for isurl

isurl("NormalText"); // false
isurl(url(...));     // true

ispixel() returns true if the inputted value is a number in pixel units; otherwise, it returns false.

Listing 4-81. Example Values That Return True or False for ispixel

ispixel(1234);      // false
ispixel(56px);      // true

isem() returns true if the inputted value is a number in em units; otherwise, it returns false.

Listing 4-82. Example Values That Return True or False for isem

isem(56px);         // false
isem(7.8em);        // true

ispercentage() returns true if the inputted value is a percentage value; otherwise, it returns false.

Listing 4-83. Example Values That Return True or False for ispercentage

ispercentage(56px); // false
ispercentage(7.8%); // true

isunit() returns true if the inputted value is of same unit as specified in the second parameter; otherwise, it returns false.

Listing 4-84. Example Values That Return True or False for isunit

isunit(11px, px);   // true
isunit(2.2%, px);   // false

Mathematical Functions

Less provides several mathematical functions to perform various mathematical operations on the values. In this section, we will look at some of these functions.

- **ceil()** is similar to the version in JavaScript and will round the input number to its highest integer value. For example, ceil(2.4) returns 3.
- **floor()** rounds the input number to its lowest integer value. For example, floor(2.4) returns 2.
• **percentage()** converts the input number to a percentage value. For example, `percentage(0.5)` returns 50%.

• **round()** rounds the number. It accepts two parameters. The first parameter is the number to be rounded. The second parameter is the decimal place to round to. For example, `round(1.67)` returns 2 while `round(1.67, 1)` will result in 1.7.

• **sqrt()** calculates the square root of the input values. Also note that while performing this calculation, the functions retains the unit of the original input. For example, `sqrt(25cm)` returns 5cm.

• **pow()** returns the value of the first raised to the power of the second argument. For example, `pow(2, 2)` returns 4.

• **mod()** calculates the modules of input values. For example, `mod(11, 6)` returns 5.

• **min()** returns the lowest number among the input values. For example, `min(2, 1)` will return 1.

• **max()** returns the highest number among the input values. For example, `max(2, 1)` will return 2.

### String Functions

Less provides string functions to manipulate strings. In this section, we will look into these functions.

• **escape()** will URL-encode the special characters found in the string. This function will not URL-encode the following set of characters: ′, /, ?, @, &, +, ', ~, !, and $. For example, `escape(x=10)` returns `x%3D10`.

• **e()** is also known as CSS escaping. It mainly removes the quotes from the input string and returns the string without quotes, which can be used in CSS expression. We used this function in Listing 4-70 for extracting the name of social icons and removed quotes from it.

• **replace()** is used to replace a string within the given input. This function accepts four parameters:
  • Input string, which is the target on which search and replace are to be performed
  • String/pattern to be replaced
  • Replacement string, which is the string to replace the search pattern with
  • Any optional regular expression flags

  For example, `replace("Is this planet?", "planet\?", "earth");` will replace the word planet with earth.
Miscellaneous Functions

In addition to the previously mentioned functions, Less also has functions that cannot be categorized in a specific group, as follows:

- `color()` converts a string containing a color value to an actual color value. This is similar to the `e()` function of string category. For example, `color("#555")` returns `#555`.

- `image-size()` returns the dimensions of the input image. For example, `image-size("image.png")` returns 16px 16px. These can be divided into two separate functions—`image-width()` and `image-height()`. As the names indicate, the former one returns the width and the latter one returns the height of the image.

- `convert()` converts the input value to a specific unit as mentioned in second parameter. This function takes two parameters:
  - The input value to be converted with the appropriate unit.
  - A valid unit type.

  For example, the following `convert` function call `convert(5s, "ms")` returns 5000ms. Note that while calling this function, the input unit and desired output unit should be compatible. For example, `convert(10, ms)` will just return 10, which is not a desired result, as the input unit (none in this case) is not compatible with the output type. Compatible means that the units should represent the same type of property.

  - `default()` is used with the guard. It is used to fire the guard when no matching mixin is found as per the input. This is demonstrated in Listing 4-85.

Listing 4-85. Example Demonstrating the default() Function with Guard

```
.font(1){
  font-size: 11px;
}
.font(5){
  font-size: 26px;
}
.font(@size) when (default()) {
  font-size: ~"@{size}px";
}

.header {
  .font(5);
}

.content {
  .font(12);
}
```

In this example, you have three variants of the `font` mixin, into which it would throw a preset value if the input value is 1 or 5. For other cases, `default()` returns `true` in which the value provided is directly used. The output of this code is shown in Listing 4-86.
Listing 4-85. Output of Listing 4-85

```
.header {
  font-size: 26px;
}
.content {
  font-size: 12px;
}
```

- `unit()` has a different behavior depending on the number of arguments passed. This function can take two parameters. If only one parameter is provided, it will extract and return the numeric value from the input. For example, `unit(10px)` returns 10. You pass two parameters when you want to assign some unit to the input value. For example, `unit(10, px)` returns `10px`. Note this cannot be used interchangeably with the `convert()` function.
- `get-unit()` is used to extract only the units from a given value. If the input provided has any units, only that unit will be returned.

Using Less with External Frameworks

You can use Less along with other well-known frameworks. This section looks at how you can use Less with the following frameworks to customize or extend them:

- Cardinal CSS
- Ionic framework
- Semantic grid system

Cardinal CSS

Cardinal ([http://cardinalcss.com/](http://cardinalcss.com/)) is a CSS framework like Bootstrap. It is a pure CSS framework, which is mobile-first and modular by nature. It does not include any JavaScript plugins like Bootstrap or Foundation. Cardinal’s CSS has been written using Less.

Although the framework is nicely made, its documentation needs a lot of work. You will find lots of useful comments in the Less code framework.

The HTML markup for consuming this framework would look like Listing 4-87.

Listing 4-87. Sample Markup for Consuming the Cardinal Framework

```
<div class="grid">
  <div class="grid-item 1/4">Block 1</div>
  <div class="grid-item 1/4">Block 2</div>
  <div class="grid-item 1/4">Block 3</div>
  <div class="grid-item 1/4">Block 4</div>
</div>
```

Cardinal supports seven types of grids made up of six breakpoints, which are as follows:

- `xs`: 480px;
- `sm`: 600px;
- `md`: 768px;
The Less Cardinal plugin will import Cardinal’s Less code before your custom code. This plugin can be installed by executing following command:

```
npm install -g less-plugin-cardinal
```

After installation, the plugin can be used with following command

```
lessc mycode.less --cardinal
```

### Ionic and Less

The Ionic ([http://www.ionicframework.com](http://www.ionicframework.com)) framework is used for building hybrid mobile apps, which are like web apps that run like a native app. As these apps are made up of web pages, they can be created using web technologies like HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. Ionic apps are built by using HTML5.

The Less plugin for Ionic is available at [https://github.com/bassjobsen/lessplugin-ionic](https://github.com/bassjobsen/lessplugin-ionic). This imports the Ionic Framework code before your custom Less code. After plugin installation, you can simply compile your code with following command:

```
lessc apllication.less application.css -ionic
```

This plugin can be installed by running the following command:

```
npm install -g less-plugin-ionic
```

### Semantic Grid System

The Semantic Grid System ([https://github.com/tylertate/semantic.gs](https://github.com/tylertate/semantic.gs)) is a modern and clean approach toward achieving responsive layouts, without any unsemantic classes in the markup. You simply set the column and gutter widths, set the number of columns, and then choose between pixels or percentages. It’s primarily created with Less, but also supports SCSS and Stylus.

It’s demonstrated in Listing 4-88.

**Listing 4-88. Example Demonstrating the Semantic Grid System**

```less
@import 'grid.less';
@columns: 12;
@column-width: 50;
@gutter-width: 10;
@total-width: 100%;
.main {
    .column(9);
}
.sidebar {
    .column(3);
}
```
Summary

This chapter covered another known precompiler framework, called Less. The chapter covered its various language features, including nesting, mixins, and their guards and various categories of functions provided by this framework.

In next chapter, you will look into another known framework called compass.
Chapter 5

Introduction to Compass

In the previous chapters, you looked at two famous precompiling languages—Sass and Less—and learned about the various features they provide. Now you will look into a famous CSS framework that is based on Sass, called Compass.

This chapter explores the following aspects of Compass:

- Installation
- Understanding config.rb
- Responsive grids with Sass and Compass
- Compass and CSS3
- Image sprites and Compass
- Compass extensions

Introduction to Compass

Compass, as described on its web site (http://compass-style.org/), is “an open-source CSS authoring framework”.

Compass is a framework built using Sass. Installing Compass in addition to Sass gives you reusable patterns and tools that further reduce the time and efforts you’ll need to write CSS.

With Compass you can use CSS3 features like box-shadow, columns, and more with a single statement. Compass will generate the cross-browser compatible CSS for them.

Compass Installation

Compass has similar requirements as Sass does in that it needs Ruby to run. The installation process is explained in Chapter 2. To get started, you need to run command in Listing 5-1, the results of which are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2.
Figure 5-1. Output of `gem update --system`

```
Anirudhs-Mac:~ anirudhs$ sudo gem update --system
Updating rubygems-update
Fetching: rubygems-update-2.4.8.gem (100%)
Successfully installed rubygems-update-2.4.8
Parsing documentation for rubygems-update-2.4.8
Installing ri documentation for rubygems-update-2.4.8
Installing darkfish documentation for rubygems-update-2.4.8
Installing RubyGems 2.4.8
RubyGems 2.4.8 installed
Parsing documentation for rubygems-2.4.8
Installing ri documentation for rubygems-2.4.8

=== 2.4.8 / 2015-06-08

Bug fixes:
* Tightened API endpoint checks for CVE-2015-3900

=== 2.4.7 / 2015-05-14

Bug fixes:
* Backport: Limit API endpoint to original security domain for CVE-2015-3900.
  Fix by claudijd

=== 2.4.6 / 2014-02-05

Bug fixes:
* Fixed resolving gems with both upper and lower requirement boundaries.
  Issue #1141 by Jakub Jirutka.
* Moved extension directory after require_paths to fix missing constant bugs
  in some gems with C extensions. Issue #784 by André Arko, pull request
  #1137 by Barry Allard.
* Use Gem::Dependency#requirement when adding a dependency to an existing
  dependency instance. Pull request #1101 by Josh Cheek.
```
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Listing 5-1. Command for Installing Compass

gem update --system
gem install compass

If you want to work on experimental features provided by Compass, you can install the preview version of it by executing the command in Listing 5-2.

Listing 5-2. Command for Installing the Preview Version of Compass

gem install compass --pre

When you run this command, the output will look as shown in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-2. Output of `sudo gem install Compass`

Figure 5-3. Output of Listing 5-2
Once you are done installing Compass, you can get started by executing the command shown in Listing 5-3.

Listing 5-3. Command for Creating a Project with Compass

```
compass create <projectName>
```

For Mac users, compass creator Chris Eppstein provides an installer package that can be installed without terminal. This is available at https://github.com/chriseppstein/compass/downloads.

The latest version of Mac OS X seems to have some issues with the previously defined method of installation. You may come across an error such as:

```
ERROR: While executing gem ... (Errno::EPERM)
Operation not permitted - /usr/bin/compass
```

This happens because of the rootless mode introduced in latest OS X. In rootless mode, `/usr/bin` is not writable even using `sudo`.

This issue can be solved using the following command:

```
sudo gem install -n /usr/local/bin compass
```

Creating a Project in Compass

To begin, you will create a blank project using Compass. To do so, use the command in Listing 5-4 (the results are shown in Figure 5-4).

Listing 5-4. The Command to Create a Project Using Compass

```
compass create learnCompass
```
This command will create the necessary directory structure and the CSS files. It also creates a config file that configures Compass and Sass options.

GUI-based tools have an option to create compass projects. For example, CodeKit provides an option called Create New Compass Project.
You can customize this default method of creating project, for example, creating project with different folder names. This can be done by providing additional options in the `compass create` command, as shown in Listing 5-5.

**Listing 5-5. Customizing the Project Creation in Compass**

```bash
compass create customProject --sass-dir "scss" --javascripts-dir "scripts"
```

In this command, you are specifying the folder names as per the requirements. These customizations that you provide are saved in `config.rb` file that is generated in the project.

The `compass create` command won’t create a folder for JavaScript. You need to manually create it. `compass create` has an option called `--bare` that will not create the files and folders that it would otherwise create by default. The created project will just have `config.rb` file and Sass folder. Figure 5-5 shows the default structure created by the `compass create` command.

**Figure 5-5. Default structure created by the compass create command**

### Understanding `config.rb`

`config.rb` is the main file in a Compass project. It defines several important aspects of project such as location of files and how the CSS should be generated from Sass/Scss.

If you open this file in an editor, the content of this file would be something like what’s shown in Listing 5-6.
Listing 5-6. Content of the Default config.rb File

```ruby
require 'compass/import-once/activate'
# Require any additional compass plugins here.

# Set this to the root of your project when deployed:
http_path = "/

css_dir = "stylesheets"
sass_dir = "sass"
images_dir = "images"
javascripts_dir = "javascripts"

# You can select your preferred output style here (can be overridden via the command line):
# output_style = :expanded or :nested or :compact or :compressed

# To enable relative paths to assets via compass helper functions. Uncomment:
# relative_assets = true

# To disable debugging comments that display the original location of your selectors. Uncomment:
# line_comments = false

# If you prefer the indented syntax, you might want to regenerate this project again passing --syntax sass, or you can uncomment this:
# preferred_syntax = :sass
# and then run:
# sass-convert -R --from scss --to sass scss && rm -rf sass && mv scss sass

When you make changes to the config.rb file, it is advisable to clear the .sass-cache by either manually deleting the sasscache folder or by running the compass clean command.
You can use following command to watch the project changes: compass watch
Additional gems for flexible grids, boilerplate frameworks, and so on are available and can be referenced in a project, through config.rb file. This is done in the first section of the config.rb file. Note however you need to install these addons before you import them into your Compass project.
Let's consider an example where you want to import 960 Grid CSS framework addon. For this, you will have to first install the addon shown in Listing 5-7 (the results are shown in Figure 5-6).

Listing 5-7. Installing Custom Addons in the Compass Project

sudo gem install compass-960-plugin
After installing the addon, the next step is to include it in your project. In case of an existing project, you need to change the first part of config.rb where you need to add a require statement, as shown in Listing 5-8.

**Listing 5-8. Adding require in config.rb**

```ruby
require "ninesixty"
```

Once you add this to the config file, you can add 960 grid to your project by using @import statements within your SCSS, as shown in Listing 5-9.

**Listing 5-9. Importing the 960 Grid**

```scss
@import "960/grid";
@include grid-system-complete(12);
```

This would add 960 grid system to your SCSS file. Since I created this project using the default `compass create` command, I will be using `screen.scss` as shown in Listing 5-9. Now in order to get all this code in your final CSS, you can simply run the command shown in Listing 5-10 inside the project directory.
Listing 5-10. Command to Compile and Watch the SCSS File in Compass

```
compass watch
```

Figure 5-7. The compass watch command will add the 960 grid classes to your stylesheet

**Note** If you face conflicts with versions of Sass or Compass after adding these plug-ins, uninstall and reinstall the version of Sass and compass as per the compatibility of plug-in. Additionally, changes in `config.rb` are not being registered by Compass watch while watch is on. It has to be restarted.

In addition to including addons in the project, you can also set folder path for various assets. In `config.rb`, you have a section similar to what is shown in Listing 5-11.

Listing 5-11. The Section in config.rb That Sets the Path of Various Assets

```
# Set this to the root of your project when deployed:
http_path = "/

css_dir = "stylesheets"
sass_dir = "sass"
images_dir = "images"
javascripts_dir = "javascripts"
```

You can also set final style of CSS output, which is shown in Listing 5-12.

Listing 5-12. The Section of config.rb Where You Set the CSS Output Style

```
# You can select your preferred output style here (can be overridden via the command line):
output_style = :expanded or :nested or :compact or :compressed
```
The final section in config.rb is enabling relative assets, that is, setting relative path for the assets. This setting is not enabled by default. With this setting turned on, you can specify an image name in CSS and it will know where to find it. You don’t have to specify the entire path. So after enabling the relative assets setting by uncommenting the line in config.rb it should be as shown in Listing 5-13.

**Listing 5-13.** The Section of config.rb Where You Set Relative Assets

```ruby
# To enable relative paths to assets via compass helper functions. Uncomment:
relative_assets = true
```

**Responsive Grids with Sass and Compass**

Responsive grids are very useful tools for development. Chapter 3 discussed grids and how to build them. However, there are some common reasons that developers have against using them.

One of the common reasons is addition of non-semantic classes to the written HTML markup (such as col-md-8) when you use bootstrap framework.

Another reason for avoiding the use of grids is that they restrict creativity.

However, with Sass and Compass, you will be working with flexible grid system that can be implemented as desired. Make the design as you desire and then bring it to life using Sass and Compass. You can have flexibility of numbers columns inside your grid.

The advantage of using Sass and Compass grid systems is that they take the burden of complex mathematics off your shoulders. Thus, you can build complex grid systems without knowing much of the math. The example in this chapter uses Susy to build the grid system.

**Introduction to Susy**

Susy is a grid system based on Sass and Compass. It’s flexible and simple to use. In addition to its simplicity and flexibility, it generates clean code and is nicely documented.

Susy is available at [http://susy.oddbird.net/](http://susy.oddbird.net/); the site contains good tutorials and reference documentation.

Before you begin the task of building grids, let’s clarify one important concept. Susy will help you make the grid and will not automatically generate one.

You define what you are building and then Susy does all calculations. Thus to simply explain, it’s like telling Susy, “I want a grid with 12 columns, where each column is 10em wide, having 2em gutter and .5em of padding on both sides of the grid”. Then Susy does the calculations to generate this grid.

**Getting Susy**

In order to get the Susy plug-in for Compass, you need to open terminal and type the command shown in Listing 5-14.

**Listing 5-14.** The Command for Susy Compass Extension

```
sudo gem install susy
```

This would give the output shown in Figure 5-8.
Using Susy to Your Project

Now that you have Susy for Compass installed, the next step is to include it in the project. In the previous section of this chapter you learned how to include addons through the config.rb file. However, this time you will be creating a new project with an addon included since the beginning. For this, you will use the compass create command with some additional parameters, as shown in Listing 5-15.

**Listing 5-15.** The command for Creating Compass Project with the Susy Addon

```
compass create sampleSusyProj -r susy -u susy
```

This will output the Compass project as shown in Figure 5-9.
After creating the project, you get two files in SCSS directory: _grid.scss and style.scss. Now let's begin setting up the grid.

To set up the grid using Susy, the first thing you need is to define all the Susy-specific variables needed for this task. These are:

- $total-column: The total number of columns
- $column-width: Width of each column
- $gutter-width: Space between each column
- $grid-padding: Space from left and right side for the grid

You will define these properties in _grid.scss. The first line is to import "susy", which is required to pull in all the Susy-related code into _grid.scss.

For this example, you will assume following values for these variables:

- $total-column: 12
- $column-width: 10em
- $gutter-width: 4em
- $grid-padding: 4em

The code should look like Listing 5-16.
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Listing 5-16. Setting Necessary Parameters for Susy

@import "susy";

$susy: (  
columns: 12,  
gutters: 1/5  
);

Next, you need context for the grid. To do so, you need to set some element as a container element. For this let’s assume that the element you want as a container is page. This is done in style.scss, as shown in Listing 5-17.

Listing 5-17. Setting an Element as Container in style.scss

@import "grids";

.page{
    @include container;
}

This tells Susy that .page will act as a container.

Showing the Grid Background

Susy gives you the ability to see the grid columns of a container in a browser. This can come handy if you want to know how your grid is performing. This can be done by amending a rule, as shown in Listing 5-18.

Listing 5-18. Telling Susy to Show the Grid

@import "grids";

.page{
    @include container(show overlay);
    Height:500px; //Height has been set manually to shown grid on an empty page
}

The HTML code for this page is shown in Listing 5-19.

Listing 5-19. HTML Markup for Listing 5-18

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
    <title>Sample susy project</title>
    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="stylesheets/style.css">
</head>
<body>
    <div class="page"></div>
</body>
</html>
The result of this code is shown in Figure 5-10. Note that the grids are visible when you hover over the icon in the top-right corner.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 5-10.** Having a grid overlay

Next you will set Susy to use the box-sizing model for border-box. You can do this by adding this variable to the grid settings, as shown in Listing 5-20.

**Listing 5-20.** Adding a Box-Sizing Model to the Grid System Setting

```scss
@import "susy";

$susy: (  columns: 12,  gutters: 1/5,  global-box-sizing:border-box);
```

While developing a responsive page or application, the first thing that you should think about is a completely accessible design. That means regardless of the device or its capability, the content should be accessible on your page or application. This certainly does not guarantee the same layout and behavior across all devices.

Now let's take a look at how you can set breakpoints in Susy. A breakpoint in CSS is where the layout changes to suit the size of the viewport. Susy gives you flexibility to define as many breakpoints as you want. Consider two breakpoints. You will define two variables for medium and large inside _grid.scss, as shown in Listing 5-21.
Listing 5-21. Defining Breakpoints in Susy

```scss
@import "susy";

$susy: (  
  columns: 12,
  gutters: 1/5,
  global-box-sizing:border-box
);

// Variables defining breakpoints
$mediumScreen:750px;
$largeScreen:1200px;
```

You might have observed that the example declared only two breakpoints. That is because you will build the sample layout with a mobile first mindset, which would be accessible across various devices regardless of their capabilities and then enhance it for bigger sized viewports.

For this example, you will use a breakpoint plug-in available at http://breakpoint-sass.com/. To start using this, you first need to install the plug-in on your system, as shown in Listing 5-22 (the output is in Figure 5-11).

Listing 5-22. Installing the Breakpoint Plug-In

```bash
gem install breakpoint
```

![Figure 5-11. Installing the breakpoint plug-in](image)

The next step is to include the plug-in in the config.rb file of your project using `require "breakpoint"`. After including it in your config file, you need to include it in the SCSS file you are working with.

```scss
@import "breakpoint"
```

Now you will start using the breakpoint in your code. To do so, let’s start by setting `font-size` to 1.5em for the large-screen breakpoint that you defined earlier, as shown in Listing 5-23.

Listing 5-23. Setting the Style for a Large-Screen Breakpoint in _grids.scss

```scss
@import "susy";
@import "breakpoint";

$susy: (  
  columns: 12,
  gutters: 1/5,
```
global-box-sizing:border-box
);

// Variables defining breakpoints value
$mediumScreen:750px;
$largeScreen:1200px;

.page {
  @include breakpoint($largeScreen) {
    font-size: 1.5em;
  }
}

This code will generate a media query for the larger screen, as shown in Listing 5-24.

**Listing 5-24.** Output of Listing 5-23 in style.css

@media (min-width: 1200px) {
  /* line 17, ../sass/_grids.scss */
  .page {
    font-size: 1.5em;
  }
}

Now let's say you wanted to declare a media query with min and max widths. You can do this by providing the value in a space-separated format. For this, let's modify the value of the $mediumScreen variable. This is shown in Listing 5-25.

**Listing 5-25.** Setting the Value for a Medium-Screen Breakpoint that has min and max Values in _grids.scss

@import "susy";
@import "breakpoint";

$susy: (columns: 12,
gutters: 1/5,
global-box-sizing:border-box
);

// Variables defining breakpoints value
$mediumScreen:480px 750px;
$largeScreen:1200px;

.page { 
  @include breakpoint($largeScreen) {
    font-size: 1.5em;
  }
  @include breakpoint($mediumScreen){
    font-size: 1em;
  }
}
Listing 5-26. Output of Listing 5-25 in style.css

```css
@media (min-width: 480px) and (max-width: 750px) {
  /* line 17, ../sass/_grids.scss */
  .page {
    font-size: 1em;
  }
}
```

You can add a media type to the media query definition. The media type value must be the first parameter of the media query. Developers omit the all media type for creating more concise media queries. If you want the all media type to always be available, you need to set $breakpoint-force-media-all: true;

You can see such advanced media query in Listing 5-27.

Listing 5-27. Advanced Media Query Specifying Media Type in the Beginning of in_grids.scss

```css
@import "susy";
@import "breakpoint";

$susy: (columns: 12, gutters: 1/5, global-box-sizing: border-box);

// Variables defining breakpoints value
$mediumScreen: 480px 750px;
$largeScreen: 1200px;
$advancedQuery: 'not screen' 320px;

.page {
  @include breakpoint($largeScreen) {
    font-size: 1.5em;
  }
  @include breakpoint($mediumScreen) {
    font-size: 1em;
  }
  @include breakpoint($advancedQuery) {
    color: #777;
  }
}
```

Listing 5-28. Output of Listing 5-27 in style.css

```css
@media (min-width: 1200px) {
  /* line 19, ../sass/_grids.scss */
  .page {
    font-size: 1.5em;
  }
}
@media (min-width: 480px) and (max-width: 750px) {
  /* line 19, ../sass/_grids.scss */
  .page {
    font-size: 1em;
  }
}
```
Multiple features can be combined to form a compound media query. This allows many features to be evaluated, as shown in Listing 5-29.

Listing 5-29. Example Demonstrating a Compound Media Query in _grid.scss

```scss
@import "susy";
@import "breakpoint";

$susy: (  
  columns: 12,
  gutters: 1/5,
  global-box-sizing:border-box
);

// Variables defining breakpoints value
$mediumScreen:480px 750px;
$largeScreen:1200px;
$advancedQuery: 'not screen' 320px;
$compoundQuery: print (orientation landscape) (min-width 520px);

.page {
  font-size: 1em;
}

@media not screen and (min-width: 320px) {
  .page {  
    color: #777;
  }
}

@include breakpoint($largeScreen) {
  font-size: 1.5em;
}
@include breakpoint($mediumScreen){
  font-size: 1em;
}
@include breakpoint($advancedQuery) {
  color:#777;
}
@include breakpoint($compoundQuery) {
  font-weight: bold;
}
```
**Listing 5-30.** Output of Listing 5-29

```css
@media (min-width: 1200px) {
  /* line 19, ../sass/_grids.scss */
  .page {
    font-size: 1.5em;
  }
}
@media (min-width: 480px) and (max-width: 750px) {
  /* line 19, ../sass/_grids.scss */
  .page {
    font-size: 1em;
  }
}
@media not screen and (min-width: 320px) {
  /* line 19, ../sass/_grids.scss */
  .page {
    color: #777;
  }
}
@media print and (orientation: landscape) and (min-width: 520px) {
  /* line 19, ../sass/_grids.scss */
  .page {
    font-weight: bold;
  }
}
```

**Compass and CSS3**

Compass has become favorite with many developers because it allows them to write a CSS3 features through predefined mixins in single line syntax, which when compiled, generates a stack of properties with proper vendor-prefixing. This is useful as it saves lot of time and the developers don’t have to remember all the syntax. In this section, you will look into some of these CSS3 features supported by Compass.

For this, you will first create a new Compass project, as shown in Listing 5-31.

**Listing 5-31.** Creating a New Compass Project

```bash
compass create effects
```

After creating the project you will create an HTML file where you can see the output of all the CSS3 features of Compass you are checking. The structure of this file would look like Listing 5-32.

**Listing 5-32.** Create an HTML File

```html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
  <title>Built in compass effects</title>
</head>
<body>
</body>
</html>
```
Background-Gradient

Compass provides mixins to support different variants of background-gradient, including:

- Linear
- Radial
- Horizontal linear
- Gradient with angle

The HTML for this is shown in Listing 5-33.

Listing 5-33. Modified HTML for background-gradient

```html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
  <title>Built in compass effects</title>
  <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="stylesheets/screen.css">
</head>
<body>
<h1>Background Gradient</h1>
<div class="gradElement"></div>
</body>
</html>
```

Now you will add code for background-gradient, as shown in Listing 5-34.

Listing 5-34. Code for Background Gradient in screen.scss

```scss
@import "compass";

.gradElement{
  width:64px;
  height:64px;
  @include background-image(linear-gradient(to bottom right, #FF0000, #888888));
  display:inline-block;
}
```

In the previous code, you first import Compass so that you can get access to the CSS features. You then define the width and height of the element and set its display value to inline-block so that the element is visible. Next you invoke the background-image mixin, which will render the gradient for you. Its syntax is similar to its CSS counterpart, where values are comma- or space-separated. The final CSS of the previous code is shown in Listing 5-35.

Listing 5-35. Output CSS of code in Listing 5-34

```css
/* line 9, ../sass/screen.scss */
.gradElement {
  width: 64px;
  height: 64px;
  background-image: url('data:image/svg+xml;base64,PD94bWwgdmVyc2lvbj0iMS4wIiBlbmNvZGluZz0idX
RmLTgiPz4gPHN2ZyB2ZXJzaW9uPSIxLjEiIHhtbG5zPSJodHRwOi8vd3d3LnczLm9yZy8yMDAwL3N2ZyI+PGRlZnM+
```
Background Gradient

Figure 5-12. Output of the linear gradient

As you see in the final output, Compass adds the necessary vendor prefixing. Similarly, you can also create other types of gradients; for example try to create a radial gradient in Listing 5-36.

Listing 5-36. Creating a Radial Gradient with Compass

```html
.radGradElement{
  width:64px;
  height:64px;
  @include background-image(radial-gradient(30px 30px, #FF0000 10px, #888888 30px));
  display:inline-block;
}
```

Background Gradient

Figure 5-13. Output of the radial gradient

More examples of background-gradient can be seen here: http://compass-style.org/examples/compass/css3/gradient/.
Border Radius

Another commonly used CSS3 feature is border-radius. It's used to give rounded edges to an element. To see this in action, let's add some markup to the HTML file, as shown in Listing 5-37.

Listing 5-37. Additional Markup for the border-radius Markup

```html
<h1>Border Radius</h1>
<div class="br1 rounded"></div>
```

Now let's add code to the SCSS file. In the first example, you will see an element that is rounded from all sides in Listing 5-38.

Listing 5-38. Simple Border Radius Mixin Implementation

```scss
// Code for border radius mixin
.rounded{
  width:64px;
  height:64px;
  display:inline-block;
  background:#FF0000;
}
.br1{
  @include border-radius(30px);
}
```

Listing 5-39. Output of Listing 5-38

```scss
/* line 23, ../sass/screen.scss */
.rounded {
  width: 64px;
  height: 64px;
  display: inline-block;
  background: #FF0000;
}

/* line 29, ../sass/screen.scss */
.br1 {
  -moz-border-radius: 30px;
  -webkit-border-radius: 30px;
  border-radius: 30px;
}
```

In addition to this simple border-radius mixin, Compass provides variants of border-radius mixins by which you can have single or two sides rounded. Let's see an example of each variation. First, you will see the necessary markup to the HTML file, as shown in Listing 5-40.

Listing 5-40. Border Radius Variants

```html
<div class="br2 rounded"></div>
<div class="br3 rounded"></div>
```
Next you see the code for the SCSS file shown in Listing 5-41.

**Listing 5-41.** Border Radius Variants

```
.br2{
    @include border-top-left-radius(30px);
}
.br3{
    @include border-bottom-radius(30px);
}
```

In the previous example, you can see two variations of border radius, one in which only one side is rounded and other where two sides are rounded. The output of the previous code is shown in Listing 5-42.

**Listing 5-42.** Output of Listing 5-41

```
/* line 32, ../sass/screen.scss */
.br2 {
    -moz-border-radius-topleft: 30px;
    -webkit-border-top-left-radius: 30px;
    border-top-left-radius: 30px;
}

/* line 35, ../sass/screen.scss */
.br3 {
    -moz-border-radius-bottomleft: 30px;
    -webkit-border-bottom-left-radius: 30px;
    border-bottom-left-radius: 30px;
    -moz-border-radius-bottomright: 30px;
    -webkit-border-bottom-right-radius: 30px;
    border-bottom-right-radius: 30px;
}
```

**Figure 5-14.** Output of border-radius code from previous listings

You can see more examples of these on [http://compass-style.org/examples/compass/css3/border_radius/](http://compass-style.org/examples/compass/css3/border_radius/).
Opacity

Compass also provides a mixin for opacity by which you can play with transparency of the element. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-43.

**Listing 5-43.** Opacity Mixin Provided by Compass

```html
<h1 class="opacity light0"></h1>
<div class="opacity light1"></div>
<div class="opacity light2"></div>
<div class="opacity light3"></div>
<div class="opacity light4"></div>
```

**Listing 5-44.** Opacity Mixin Provided by Compass

```scss
// Code for opacity mixin
.opacity{
  width:32px;
  height:32px;
  display:inline-block;
  background:#000;
}
.light0{
  @include opacity(0);
}
.light1{
  @include opacity(0.1);
}
.light2{
  @include opacity(0.2);
}
.light3{
  @include opacity(0.3);
}
.light4{
  @include opacity(0.4);
}
```

In this example, you can set the transition of the opacity from transparent to partially opaque by setting different values of opacity. The output of this code is shown in the Listing 5-45.

**Listing 5-45.** Output of Listing 5-44

```scss
/* line 40, ../sass/screen.scss */
.opacity {
  width: 32px;
  height: 32px;
  display: inline-block;
  background: #000;
}
```
Text Shadow

The next Compass plug-in you will look at is called text shadow. Compass makes it easy to implement the
text shadow plug-in, as shown in Listing 5-46.

Listing 5-46. Text Shadow Implemented Using Compass

```
// Code for text shadow
.singleShadow{
    @include single-text-shadow;
}
```
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This code will apply text shadow to the element with the class singleShadow. The output of this code is shown in Listing 5-47.

Listing 5-47. Output of Listing 5-46

/* line 63, ../sass/screen.scss */
.singleShadow {
  text-shadow: 0px 0px 1px #aaaaaa;
}

It is possible to customize this single text shadow using three variables provided by Compass, which are as follows:

- `$default-text-shadow-color`: Default color for the shadow
- `$default-text-shadow-blur`: Default value for blur
- `$default-text-shadow-v-offset`: Default value for offset of shadow

Listing 5-48. Example Demonstrating the Use of the Comparison Operator in the Mixin Guard

$default-text-shadow-color: rgba(255,250,0, 0.6);
$default-text-shadow-blur: 5px;
$default-text-shadow-v-offset: 3px;
.singleShadow{
  @include single-text-shadow;
}

Listing 5-49. Output of Listing 5-48

.singleShadow {
  text-shadow: 0px 3px 5px rgba(255, 250, 0, 0.6);
}

Listing 5-50. HTML for Listing 5-49

<h1>Text shadow</h1>
<span class="singleShadow">This is a text with single shadow</span>

Figure 5-16. Output of Listing

You can also apply multiple shadows to text, as shown in Listing 5-51.

Listing 5-51. Applying Multiple Shadows to Text

.customMultipleshadows {
  @include text-shadow(rgba(0,0,0, 0.2) 1px 1px 0, rgba(10,10,10, 0.2) 2px 2px 0, rgba(11,11,11, 0.2) 3px 3px 0);
}
Listing 5-52. Output of Listing 5-51
/* line 69, ../sass/screen.scss */
.customMultipleshadows {
    text-shadow: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2) 1px 1px 0, rgba(10, 10, 10, 0.2) 2px 2px 0, rgba(11, 11, 11, 0.2) 3px 3px 0;
}

Listing 5-53. HTML for Listing 5-52
<h1>Text shadow</h1>
<span class="singleShadow">This is a text with single shadow</span>
<span class="customMultipleshadows">This is a text with custom Multiple shadows</span>

Figure 5-17. Single and multiple text shadows

Box Shadow
Yet another cool feature of CSS3 supported by Compass is the box shadow. Box shadow is similar to text shadow, but instead of applying it to text, it is applied to a container. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-54.

Listing 5-54. Example Demonstrating Box Shadow Using Compass
// Code for box shadow
.shadow{
    width:32px;
    height:32px;
    display:inline-block;
    margin-right:10px;
    background:#CCC;
}
.defaultBoxShadow {
    @include single-box-shadow;
}

.customBoxShadow {
    @include box-shadow(#222 4px 3px 5px);
}

.multipleCustomBoxShadow {
    @include box-shadow(rgba(255,0,0 , 0.5) 0 0 25px, rgba(0,0,0, 0.7) 0 0 6px 2px inset);
}
**Listing 5-55.** Output of Listing 5-54

/* line 74, ../sass/screen.scss */
.shadow {
  width: 32px;
  height: 32px;
  display: inline-block;
  margin-right: 10px;
  background: #CCC;
}

/* line 81, ../sass/screen.scss */
.defaultBoxShadow {
  -moz-box-shadow: 0px 5px #333333;
  -webkit-box-shadow: 0px 5px #333333;
  box-shadow: 0px 5px #333333;
}

/* line 85, ../sass/screen.scss */
.customBoxShadow {
  -moz-box-shadow: #222 4px 3px 5px;
  -webkit-box-shadow: #222 4px 3px 5px;
  box-shadow: #222 4px 3px 5px;
}

/* line 89, ../sass/screen.scss */
.multipleCustomBoxShadow {
  -moz-box-shadow: rgba(255, 0, 0, 0.5) 0 0 25px, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.7) 0 0 6px 2px inset;
  -webkit-box-shadow: rgba(255, 0, 0, 0.5) 0 0 25px, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.7) 0 0 6px 2px inset;
  box-shadow: rgba(255, 0, 0, 0.5) 0 0 25px, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.7) 0 0 6px 2px inset;
}

**Listing 5-56.** HTML for Listing 5-54

<h1>Box shadow</h1>
<div class='defaultBoxShadow shadow'></div>
<div class='customBoxShadow shadow'></div>
<div class='multipleCustomBoxShadow shadow'></div>

This mixin has following parameters that can be configured:

- `$default-box-shadow-color`: Provides default shadow color
- `$default-box-shadow-h-offset`: Provides default horizontal offset value
- `$default-box-shadow-v-offset`: Provides default vertical offset value
- `$default-box-shadow-blur`: Provides default blur amount
- `$default-box-shadow-spread`: Provides default spread amount
- `$default-box-shadow-inset`: Provides default shadow inset amount
Transitions

Compass also provides mixins by which you can implement various CSS3 transitions easily. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-57.

Listing 5-57. Example of a CSS3 Transition Implemented Using the Compass Mixin

```css
.transition {
    width: 32px;
    height: 32px;
    display: block;
    margin-bottom: 10px;
}

// Initiate transition by setting property which will have transition
.default{
    background:#F00;
    @include transition-property(all);
}
.default:hover{
    background:#BBB;
}
.withDuration{
    background:#F00;
    @include transition-property(all);
    @include transition-duration(3s);
}
.withDuration:hover{
    background:#BBB;
}
.widthDurationEaseIn{
    background:#F00;
    @include transition-property(all);
    @include transition-duration(3s);
    @include transition-timing-function(ease-out);
}
.widthDurationEaseIn:hover{
    background:#BBB;
}
.widthDelay{
    background:#F00;
    @include transition-property(all);
}
```

Figure 5-18. Output of Listing 5-46
In this example, you first set the property that will change with transition. In this case, you have applied all changes to any property will take place with transition. In this second example, you set the duration of transition (how much time will the transition take to complete). In the third example, you set the easing attribute for transition (how smoothly the transition will start and end). In the last example, you set the delay (delay after which the transition will begin). The output of this is shown in Listing 5-58.

Listing 5-58. Output of Listing 5-57

/* line 94, ../sass/screen.scss */
transition {
  width: 32px;
  height: 32px;
  display: block;
  margin-bottom: 10px;
}

/* line 102, ../sass/screen.scss */
.default {
  background: #F00;
  -moz-transition-property: all;
  -o-transition-property: all;
  -webkit-transition-property: all;
  transition-property: all;
}

/* line 106, ../sass/screen.scss */
.default:hover {
  background: #BBB;
}

/* line 109, ../sass/screen.scss */
.withDuration {
  background: #F00;
  -moz-transition-property: all;
  -o-transition-property: all;
  -webkit-transition-property: all;
  transition-property: all;
  -moz-transition-duration: 3s;
  -o-transition-duration: 3s;
  -webkit-transition-duration: 3s;
  transition-duration: 3s;
}
/* line 114, ../sass/screen.scss */
.withDuration:hover {
  background: #BBB;
}

/* line 117, ../sass/screen.scss */
.widthDurationEaseIn {
  background: #F00;
  -moz-transition-property: all;
  -o-transition-property: all;
  -webkit-transition-property: all;
  transition-property: all;
  -moz-transition-duration: 3s;
  -o-transition-duration: 3s;
  -webkit-transition-duration: 3s;
  transition-duration: 3s;
  -moz-transition-timing-function: ease-out;
  -o-transition-timing-function: ease-out;
  -webkit-transition-timing-function: ease-out;
  transition-timing-function: ease-out;
}

/* line 123, ../sass/screen.scss */
.widthDurationEaseIn:hover {
  background: #BBB;
}

/* line 126, ../sass/screen.scss */
.widthDelay {
  background: #F00;
  -moz-transition-property: all;
  -o-transition-property: all;
  -webkit-transition-property: all;
  transition-property: all;
  -moz-transition-duration: 3s;
  -o-transition-duration: 3s;
  -webkit-transition-duration: 3s;
  transition-duration: 3s;
  -moz-transition-timing-function: ease-out;
  -o-transition-timing-function: ease-out;
  -webkit-transition-timing-function: ease-out;
  transition-timing-function: ease-out;
  -moz-transition-delay: 3s;
  -o-transition-delay: 3s;
  -webkit-transition-delay: 3s;
  transition-delay: 3s;
}

/* line 133, ../sass/screen.scss */
.widthDelay:hover {
  background: #BBB;
}
Textfield Placeholder

The last example you will see is styling the input field’s placeholder text. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-59 with the use of the input-placeholder mixin.

Listing 5-59. Example of Styling an Input Field Placeholder

```scss
// Code for styling input placeholder
input[type="text"] { 
    font-size:15px;
    @include input-placeholder { 
        color: #AAA;
        font-weight: bold;
        font-size: 15px;
    }
}
```

Listing 5-60. Output of Listing 5-59

```css
/* line 138, ./sass/screen.scss */
input[type="text"] { 
    font-size: 15px; 
}
/* line 61, ../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/compass/css3/_user-interface.scss */
input[type="text"]::-moz-placeholder { 
    color: #AAA;
    font-weight: bold;
    font-size: 15px;
}
/* line 64, ../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/compass/css3/_user-interface.scss */
input[type="text"]:::-moz-placeholder { 
    color: #AAA;
    font-weight: bold;
    font-size: 15px;
}
/* line 67, ../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/compass/css3/_user-interface.scss */
input[type="text"]::-ms-input-placeholder { 
    color: #AAA;
    font-weight: bold;
    font-size: 15px;
}
/* line 56, ../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/compass/css3/_user-interface.scss */
input[type="text"]:::-webkit-input-placeholder { 
    color: #AAA;
    font-weight: bold;
    font-size: 15px;
}
```
This mixin automatically generates the appropriate vendor-prefixed code, which makes implementing such features very easy.

**Listing 5-61.** HTML code for Listing 5-60

```html
<input name='input' placeholder='This is styled input place holder' type='text'>
```

**Figure 5-19.** Output of Listing 5-53

---

### Image-url()

In CSS, you need to specify relative paths when you specify background images. This is simplified by Compass. Compass provides features by which you can define paths for all the images in `config.rb` and then while specifying the background image just use the image name. This is demonstrated in the following listings.

**Listing 5-62.** `config.rb` for image-url()

```ruby
# Set this to the root of your project when deployed:
http_path = "./"

css_dir = "stylesheets"
sass_dir = "sass"
images_dir = "images"
javascripts_dir = "javascripts"
```

**Listing 5-63.** Example demonstrating image-url()

```ruby
// Background image using image-url
.bgImage{
  width:128px;
  height:128px;
  background:image-url("facebook.png");
}
```

In this code, `image-url` will automatically add the relative path to the background image.

**Listing 5-64.** Output of Listing 5-63

```ruby
/* line 148, ../sass/screen.scss */
.bgImage {
  width: 128px;
  height: 128px;
  background: url('../images/facebook.png?1447046278');
}
```
Image-width()

Instead of manually finding out the width of the background image, you can use the `image-width` function provided by Compass. This function takes the input of the background image path/name and returns the width in units of px. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-65.

**Listing 5-65. Example of Using image-width**

```css
// Background image using image-url
.bgImage{
  width:image-width("facebook.png");
  height:128px;
  background:image-url("facebook.png");
}
```

The output of this is same as in Listing 5-64.

Image-height()

Similar to the image width function, you have `image-height` function that returns the height of the image passed to it. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-66.

**Listing 5-66. Example of Using image-height**

```css
// Background image using image-url
.bgImage{
  width:image-width("facebook.png");
  height:image-height("facebook.png");
  background:image-url("facebook.png");
}
```

The output of this is the same as Listing 5-64.
Image Sprites and Compass

Best practices in web development say that it is good to use image sprites instead of using individual images. An image sprite is a single image created by combining all the other images. This single image is then shifted in the visible area with background-position property. As this is a single image that gets loaded at the start, there is no delay in seeing the images.

It is a useful technique, requiring a good amount of effort if done manually. Compass makes using image sprites simple by eliminating the effort and complexities involved.

For creating image sprites with compass, you need a folder that will contain all the images to be placed in an image sprite. You will make a folder called image-sprite at the root of the project and place the images in it. You will be adding four files to this folder, as shown in Figure 5-20.

Figure 5-20. Adding images to the sprite folder

Next, you need to import these into the SCSS file. This can be done as shown in Listing 5-67.

Listing 5-67. Generating the Image Sprite

```scss
// example of creating image sprite
@import "image-loaded/*.png";
.socials{
  @include all-image-loaded-sprites;
}
```

In the previous code, the import statement will create the image sprite file. The next @include statement will generate the necessary CSS code for using the sprite. The output of this code is shown in Listing 5-68.
Listing 5-68. Output of Listing 5-67

```scss
/* line 72, image-loaded/*.png */
.image-loaded-sprite, .socials .image-loaded-facebook, .socials .image-loaded-googleplus,
.socials .image-loaded-linkedin, .socials .image-loaded-twitter {
  background-image: url('/images/image-loaded-sbf38a83327.png');
  background-repeat: no-repeat;
}

/* line 84, ../../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/
compass/utilities/sprites/_base.scss */
.socials .image-loaded-facebook {
  background-position: 0 0;
}
/* line 84, ../../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/
compass/utilities/sprites/_base.scss */
.socials .image-loaded-googleplus {
  background-position: 0 -128px;
}
/* line 84, ../../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/
compass/utilities/sprites/_base.scss */
.socials .image-loaded-linkedin {
  background-position: 0 -256px;
}
/* line 84, ../../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/
compass/utilities/sprites/_base.scss */
.socials .image-loaded-twitter {
  background-position: 0 -384px;
}
```
Compass provides a few mixins to deal with hiding text when using background-image. The first mixin to look at is the hide-text mixin. It is implemented as shown in Listing 5-69.

Listing 5-69. Example Demonstrating hide-text

```
// example of creating image sprite
@import "image-loaded/*.png";
.socials{
    @include all-image-loaded-sprites;
    @include hide-text;
}
```

In the previous code, the mixin is included to hide text after creating the socials image sprite. The output of this code is shown in Listing 5-70.
This certainly does the job; however, there is a catch. When `@include hide-text` is added, it shifts the text. This means the browser is rendering an element with the text in it, 119988px off the screen. This works fine on computers but may cause issues on mobile devices. Hence, Compass provides some alternative techniques.

Compass provides another mixin called `squish-text` to squish the text. This means that the text will be visually hidden but still accessible to screen readers. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-71.

Listing 5-71. Example Demonstrating squish-text

```scss
// example of creating image sprite
@import "image-loaded/*.png";
.socials{
  @include all-image-loaded-sprites;
  @include squish-text;
  .icons {
    width:128px;
    height:128px;
  }
}
```

Visually this appears the same as the previous example, but unlike the previous example, it is hiding the text inline. This can be seen in Listing 5-72.

Listing 5-72. Output of Listing 5-71

```scss
/* line 72, image-loaded/*.png */
.image-loaded-sprite, .socials .image-loaded-facebook, .socials .image-loaded-googleplus, .socials .image-loaded-linkedin, .socials .image-loaded-twitter {
  background-image: url(' ../images/image-loaded-sbf38a83327.png');
  background-repeat: no-repeat;
}
```
/* line 156, ../sass/screen.scss */
.socials {
  font: 0/0 serif;
  text-shadow: none;
  color: transparent;
}
/* line 84, ../../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/compass/utilities/sprites/_base.scss */
.socials .image-loaded-facebook {
  background-position: 0 0;
}
/* line 84, ../../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/compass/utilities/sprites/_base.scss */
.socials .image-loaded-googleplus {
  background-position: 0 -128px;
}
/* line 84, ../../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/compass/utilities/sprites/_base.scss */
.socials .image-loaded-linkedin {
  background-position: 0 -256px;
}
/* line 84, ../../../../../../Library/Ruby/Gems/2.0.0/gems/compass-core-1.0.3/stylesheets/compass/utilities/sprites/_base.scss */
.socials .image-loaded-twitter {
  background-position: 0 -384px;
}
/* line 159, ../sass/screen.scss */
.socials .icons {
  width: 128px;
  height: 128px;
}

**Listing 5-73.** HTML code for Listing 5-71

```html
<h1>Implementation of Image sprite</h1>
<div class="socials">
  <div class="image-loaded-facebook icons"></div>
</div>
```

When not working with image sprites, Compass provides a mixin for showing an image instead of text. This is useful in situations when you want to replace a header tag with a logo. This mixin sets the dimensions of the element according to the size of the image used. This can be seen in Listing 5-74.

**Listing 5-74.** Example of replace-text-with-dimensions

```scss
.singleSocial{
  @include replace-text-with-dimensions("../images/facebook.png");
}
```
Listing 5-75. Output of Listing 5-74
/* line 161, ../sass/screen.scss */
.singleSocial {
  text-indent: -119988px;
  overflow: hidden;
  text-align: left;
  text-transform: capitalize;
  background-image: url('/images/../images/facebook.png?1447046278');
  background-repeat: no-repeat;
  background-position: 50% 50%;
  width: 128px;
  height: 128px;
}

Inline Images with Compass

Inline images embed images directly into the web pages, as per RFC 2397. Data URLs used by inline images are designed to embed data items, as if they were being referred to externally. Using inline images saves HTTP requests.

This is demonstrated in Listing 5-76.

Listing 5-76. Example Demonstrating inline-images

.singleSocialInline{
  background-image: inline-image("../images/facebook.png");
}

Listing 5-77. Output of Listing 5-76

.singleSocialInline {
  background-image: url('data:image/png;base64,iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAIAAAACACAYAAADDPmHLAAAABHNCSVQICAgIfAhkiAAAAAlwSFlzAAALEwAACxMBAJqcGAAABQJJREFUeJzt3dFPm1UcxvHnPaUt00EOaEwWJawTDeNOSQYOL3booj6EdTgMyFx2F2D4DzbjrS0ZInygDgM5CBpLbpNoguxK0HFSAK7GLRLhKpCCSWSsPa8XQkLesN17t+n29/z/3Pm0f2R7mc0rfWgK34z80ouz52ChoJDBqwPbLez6EAgof6gCB5CAu6MTy90f+zWzn4kNcKc6P6x4+D2AAU6olimu652k00yPeEsB5AmjkKSXySphxTQ2U6k1XX3nsshUSHBwAcDv9eqH8X3BHFWCGsW+BQn/Wf+DLDgeVHd5xwZutZfj0fl+BYZ7UYHFUe0OKC07THIEkd3K7P10xf100RyC4RJBiDE14BCAhGMawjeAE4 RiAcAxAOYgHAMQsrs2AJworUnXt6/G10du9De0u9nnmuoQmgtit1aMqBx33Op37wac/QMCftDTV4Z039+FYXtdam upsj7NtkBI73S1+OLqk+g7vAdOAC+xYQBPKBIO0rf+jw1IJaEw8dUMYAnsKetAecc+horbc95tEywG6crANZwff QwwmYnsUXCaX9BqAPffHUMOSJP8uwkc4sW7qfb8Sw5URFfgAA9liwpxti+HoogUg4ZSwAGABiHF4040r BzR7XTUYxgAI/w4FEDONDVbhSeMxyhAAYxgD07/4BXbyxjFAMw49l1u1AhhBy9hFAN4i1b6Wzrdt8/2GMYxgIdP7G/ I/k/9XgxeC4DnHh9r+oxSo1bBGsl1r3Ljd9h4lwQCZ0Huow/YlJcMAtndKRTnvmgcAHvGnavDSrj7tMQrGWz6701s LMMn93Lmyg30ipud4ubXCKxsw2VwpZ5Dp9Lcv8B8iBH8V8cuo+vPrRcrxOphN38tGL2fzW1HwOGr/5NDwLcxdTJ8uL4Q BeOQ3h9HldolqfIM/z/Ttxug88H0onvjJ5pmou4cDHL1+7p+YAAEJ173H50or21/MwbgEY34/+/O3eXy+bxUO4G B4N+HssunjYj6t6fMAMAH6/yw1/N7p76v6/mNARh2eyFje45CBGhS5kV2yMx4AAM131L26hIAZGwLk+/dVAirjAmIAx OYeYHamQODGiqBWEMD+7WTMttT2EnS5DPngewZil2are/FJnXg9kDhAgt+b/9X1NhAgf/DAES7Nb/+o5SiEC4aw12 lFk8xTiyAywIEdwAGAEeentonH2AAGwilAIAGwMqDiCyQmQmqwAAAwDQBEAAggbQ+twCYYCYOGACDAOuAMZVIAIDC AmasyAEwLjnpsiHDGEZ3jKABHcKwprj9AT9A1TcNHF8vua0r/16/fuAMlxwCEywDCMqDHGwDE4ABiAxC0Aqj HAIRjAmAdAOeyGAMQDqGibwDE14BCMhAgMwjeA4iRicAxAOYgHAmQjElxwCEywDCMqDHGwDE4ABiAcCX C0aqjHAIRjAmAxAOeyHAmQqGig1CiyC1g9sD0G26DLX1qVtijogWAwrAFdszf2u8mq7685R7YHITiuUq8bfV9eT/ j0u647aHodYJpyun/3LmpgtnVsZgquv2h6KSmMDv4w8oPrApa10RwNp/1jrTVD5kYyzQsi7Z4/cefPVgCgauOGI0RIwF sDAA6fGv3d0v9wjsLslnYKW3UwFkDXOHykueycv4XH7+eubn51v8AYWQ1hTtwTSsAAAAASUORK5CYII=');}
CSS Transform

Compass provides a mixin to support CSS3 transforms. The Compass 2D transform mixins have the same syntax as the CSS 2D Transform functions.

Let's take a look at the configurable parameters for CSS transforms:

- `$default-origin-x`: Sets the default x-origin for transforms
- `$default-origin-y`: Sets the default y-origin for transforms
- `$default-origin-z`: Sets the default z-origin for transforms

All three of these have a default value of 50%.

- `$default-scale-x`: Sets the default multiplier for x-axis scaling
- `$default-scale-y`: Sets the default multiplier for y-axis scaling
- `$default-scale-z`: Sets the default multiplier for z-axis scaling

The default value for these three is 1.25.

- `$default-rotate`: Sets the default angle for rotations
- `$default-vector-x`: Sets the default x-vector for the axis of 3D rotation
- `$default-vector-y`: Sets the default y-vector for the axis of 3D rotation
- `$default-vector-z`: Sets the default z-vector for the axis of 3D rotation
- `$default-translate-x`: Sets the default x-length for translations
- `$default-translate-y`: Sets the default y-length for translations
- `$default-translate-z`: Sets the default z-length for translations
- `$default-skew-x`: Sets the default x-angle for skewing
- `$default-skew-y`: Sets the default y-angle for skewing
- `$default-skew-z`: Sets the default z-angle for skewing

Now we will cover some of the mixins provided by Compass to perform these transformations. The first transformation we will cover is `scale`. This is used to scale elements. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-78.

Listing 5-78. Example Demonstrating the Scale Mixin

```css
.elementToScale{
  width:32px;
  height:32px;
  display:block;
  background:#F00;
}
.elementToScale:hover{
  @include scale(2.0);
}
```

In the previous example, you were using the `scale` transform to scale the element two times its original size. The output of this can be seen in Listing 5-79.
Now the next transform you will check is translate. Translate is used to move element from one position to other. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-80.

**Listing 5-80.** Example Demonstrating Translate Transform

```
.elementToTranslate{
    width:32px;
    height:32px;
    display:block;
    background:#F00;
}
.elementToTranslate:hover{
    @include translate(30px);
}
```

In the previous example, you translate the element by 30px on the positive axis of x, y, and z. The output of this is shown in Listing 5-81.

**Listing 5-81.** Output of Listing 5-80

```
/* line 179, ../sass/screen.scss */
.elementToTranslate {
    width: 32px;
    height: 32px;
    display: block;
    background: #F00;
}
/* line 185, ../sass/screen.scss */
.elementToTranslate:hover {
    -moz-transform: translate(30px, 1em);
    -ms-transform: translate(30px, 1em);
    -webkit-transform: translate(30px, 1em);
    transform: translate(30px, 1em);
}
```
References to more transforms can be found at http://compass-style.org/reference/compass/css3/transform/.

Working with Compass Extensions

In this section, you will use the Sass and Compass skills to write a Compass extension, by means of which you can share code with the community. You will explore the design decisions that are required for building an extension, as well as take a look at the associated best practices.

Compass extensions are ways to share Sass scripts so that others can use them. Beyond sharing, they can be used as individual blocks in your framework. Writing a Compass extension is better approach over copy pasting Sass code snippets.

In this example, you’ll take make a function that outputs a custom button style and package those in a simple extension called colorExtension.

You will first create a directory with the extension name and add a SCSS file with same name inside it. This is the most basic and simplest form of extension, also known as an ad hoc extension.

A user can install ad hoc extensions by simply copying the directory into its project’s extensions folder. After copying the extension into the proper directory, the extension’s Sass files can be imported just like any other Sass file in the project.

For standalone projects, extensions should be placed in an extensions folder at the root of the project folder, such as projectDirectory/extensions/customButton/. Please note that Compass does not create this folder automatically. Users have to manually add these.

Next you will add the required code to the extension file. This is shown in Listing 5-82. Please note the name of file and extension mixin are the same for convenience. They may defer in real life scenarios.

![Directory structure with an extension](image)

Figure 5-22. Directory structure with an extension
Listing 5-82. Adding Code to the Extension File customButton.scss

@mixin customButton() {
  cursor: pointer;
  padding: 10px 15px;
  background-color: #eee;
  border: #bbb 1px solid;
  color: #555;
  @include border-radius(25%);
  @include transition-property(all);
  &:hover {
    background-color:#bbb;
  }
}

Next, you need to import this in the screen.scss file so that you can use it. This is demonstrated in Listing 5-83.

Listing 5-83. Importing the Extension in Your screen.scss

// Code for custom extension
@import "customButton";
.primaryAction{
  @include customButton;
}

In addition to importing the extension into the SCSS file, you have to include the mixin from the extension in the class .primaryAction.

The output of this code is shown in Listing 5-84.

Listing 5-84. Output of Listing 5-83

/* line 191, ..sas/screen.scss */
.primaryAction {  
cursor: pointer;
  padding: 10px 15px;
  background-color: #eee;
  border: #bbb 1px solid;
  color: #555;
  -moz-border-radius: 25%;  
  -webkit-border-radius: 25%;  
  border-radius: 25%;  
  -moz-transition-property: all;
  -o-transition-property: all;
  -webkit-transition-property: all;
  transition-property: all;
}
You can apply all the concepts of mixins you learned about earlier to the mixin in the extension.

**Summary**

In this chapter, you learned about the Compass framework, a framework based on Sass. You saw the various features it provides regarding grids, colors, image sprites, and so on. Additionally, you also learned how to create custom extensions in Compass.
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